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SUMMARY

Current military requirements for visual systems include a very large field
of view as being almost mandatory. Unfortunately, in order to obtain these
large fields of view at a reasonable cost, resolution and image detail have
to be sacrificed.

The traditional solution is the dome visual display employing head-slaved
area of interest.

This approach is economical in terms of channels and display devices
required for a large FOV, but suffers from -,he te'chical difficulty of
rapidl-y slewing pictures about a dome screen to follow the head and the
requirement for large facilities to accommodate 40-ft-diameter cames.

The basis of the helmet-mounted display (HMD) is the area-of-inte"est
technique. Mounting the display directly on the pilot's helmet land, hence,
his head) immediately eliminates any requirement to slew display devices;
all that slews is the easily controllable video image. Furthermore, bu
using wide-field infinity optics for the helmet display, the image can have
the clarity, brightness, contrast and comfortable viewing relationship of
the classical infinity display. The demands upon the computer image
generator are reduced, especially if the display is further refined to
incorporate an eye-slaved area of interest.

This report details the initial stage of the development of an eye-slaved,
;! wide-field, fiber-optic-coupled helmet-mounted display. Details of the

design and development work leading to the delivered, working breadboard
*• system are provided. The subjects covered include:

i Optical design of helmet and relay optics
"Fiber-optic cable design and development

'" Color and dynamic multiplexing techniques

S• Mechanical structire and. helmet counterbalancing technique

* Helmet position sensing systems

- Mechanisms to reduce' latency in the imaoe
_ Accelerometer prediction of head position

Video proje:tor considerations

. .• Helmet design.

,A research apparatus developed to study aspects of eye-slived drea of
interest is also described.

The system delivered has succrssfully demonstrated the viability of the
approach and 'u..ther development is continuing.

0.



PREFACE

This report represents the initial development phase of a research and
development (R&D) program on which the objective is to provide a compact',
portable, efficient, high brightness, full color, wide-angle display for use
in combat mission training of Air Force pilots. The PR&D) is being supported
under the Canada/US Defense Development Sharing Agreement and is being con-
ducted inder theadministration of the'Operations Training Division of the
Air Force Human Resources'Laboratory by CAE Electronics; with Farrand
Optical Co. and AO Reichert Scientific Instruments as principal subcontrac-
tors. Mr'. Brian Welch is the project scientist for CAE, with Mr. Marty
Shenker and Mr. Paul Weissman of Farrand acting as optical designers and Dr.
Walter Siegmund of AO Reichert providing fiber-optic cable design. For the
Air Force, the program has been admini~stered by Lt Col Peter Cook, project
manager, Capt Caroline 1tanson, assistant project manager, Mr. Bruce McCreary,
project engineer, and Dr. Tom Longridge, project scientist.

The authors would like to express their appreciation to many colleagues
whose assistance was invaluable; specifically to Mr. Uwe List, exchange
scientist '(Federal Office for Military Technology and Procurement, West Ger-
many) for his contributions on the usa of accelerometers for head motion
prediction, Dr. Yehoshua Zeevi (Technion Institute, Haifa) for his
.assistance in resolving problems related to the visual psychophysiology, and
to Singer personnel on-site at AFHRL for their constant assistance in making
things work..
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I.

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope. This report describes the first phase of a research and develop-
mentTR&D program to make an advanced visual system utilizing the eye track-
ing principle and a helmet-mounted display (HMD).

Current military requirements for visual systems include a very large
field of view as being almost mandatory. Unfortunately, in order to obtain
these large fields of view at a reasonable cost, resolution and image detail
I'ave to be sacrificed. Many training tasks do not require high resolution
and high image detail although the training effectiveness of the simulator
would probably be improved if these parameters could be imnproved.

There is one group of training tasks, however, which is attaining a
significant, importance in simulation and requires both high resolution and
high image detail, coupled with a very large field of view. This group of
tasks pertains to the close air support (CAS) role. High resolution and

,high image detail are requ.ired for the prime task of air-to-ground weapons
delivery and for the task' of air-to-air combat at low altitude. The tasks
of navigation and flying at very low altitude also require these parameters,
although to a lesser extent.

The conventional approach to, this problem is to try to duplicate the
real world; however, the normal human visual syst'.m has a field of view of
approximately 200 degrees by 150 degrees and, of this, only the central
foveal region has high acuity. If the simulated visual scene could be
matched to the acuity of the eye, tremendous savings' in system bandwidth
could be obtained. K. Friedrich Kraiss and Ernst Schubert', in a paper
presented at the 1977 Society for Information Display (SID) symposiui, des-
cribed an experiment in which image resolution was matched to eye resolition.
It is relevant to quote part of the conclusion; "It may be concluded fro; -
this preliminary result that matched resolution may be applied without loss
in picture quality, be it to save bandwidth or to enlarge the field of view
for a given bandwidth" (p. 44). *

Thn design concept described, when applied to' a cminputer-generated image '

(CGI), visual system, provides almost two orders of magnitude increase in
-image detail for a given system capacity and allows image resolution ap-
.proaching that of the eye.

The R&D program reported here consists of three phases;

(a) Breadboard fiber-optic helmet-mounted display (FVOWI4) development
and evaluat;'on.

' Kraiss, K.F., & Schubert, E. Matching Image Resolution to the Eye Resolj-
tion. Soclety for Information Display Symposium, 1977, Volume VI1'II.

4 m , , . , . . .. •.-



(b) Prototype FOHMD (incorporating design improvements following eval-
uation of the breadboard) and experimentation phase.

(c) Enhanced prototype incorpcriting eye-slaved area-of-interest re-

sults of experimentation phase.

This report describes phese (a) of the program.

1.2 System Description

:.2.1 Description. The breadboard HMD is shown schematically in Figure 1.
t consists of a modified helmet on which are mounted two Pancake Window-

displays. The video imagery is transferred to the head via four high-reso-
lution fiber-optic cables employing color multiplexing to reduce individual
fioer speckle effects. A mechanical arm is attached on top of the helmet to
provide reference head position information, wile an accelerometer package
mounted at the back'p-ovides information for accurate head movement lead
prediction. Any excess weight (beyond that of a normal helmet) is com-pensa-
ted for by a constant-force spring from which the helmet is suspended on a
sliding, gimballed mechanism.

The video imagery for the helmet display o.-iginates in four high-

resolution, high-brightness light valve projectors.

1.2.2 Display Optics. The display optics cor.;st of four basic items:

(a) Relay/combining optif¶

(b) Fiber-optic cable

(c) Optical multiplexer

(d) He!met display.

The optics tra, sfori-the-nput from four high-resolution, high-briqht-
ness television projectors to a display at the pilot's eye. Two projectors.
prtvlde overlapping 60-degr'ee, low-resolution iw.,ges, and the remaining two
provide an input for an overlapping high-resolution inset which can be sel-
ected between 25 degrees and 40 degrees.

1.2.3 Relay/Combining Optics. The relay and combi:,ing optics serve to re-
lay the Images produced bythe light valve to'the input of the fiber-optic

* cables. They provide correction for size and scale of the image, and map-
"ping to match the helmet display' optics.

1.2.4 Fiber-Optic Cable. The, fiber-optic cables cons~irt of series of multi-
riber .bundles arranged into a large-diameter, cnherent optical cable. The
size of the Individual fibe,• .i•4.Un the cable is 10 microns, with cores of

* approximately 8 microns in diameter. The cable format is 'asihaily 8 x 10
nmn (13 mm diameter), The standard cables are 6 feet in length; however,
lengths up to 9 feet can be achieved. The cable is sheathed with a light,
flexible, stainless steel covering for protection.

- 2i4 ','' •'



Ffigure 1.Breadboard FOHMD.



1.2.5 Optical Multiplexer. The resolution of the fiber-optic cable is de-
""termined b the dimension of the smallest transmission element, which is
"equivalent to the diameter of the fiber care. Some loss of information can
occur due to image detail falling in the space between fiber cores (2 x
cladding thickness), and due to the eccasional broken fiber. This effect
can be substantially reduced by use of optical multiplexing. The optical
multiplexing device provides multiple images of the video output at the in-
put to the fiber-optic cable, varying in position across the transmitting
region. The output'from the fiber cable is demultiFlexed using an identical
device, synchronized with the input multiplexing. In this way, individual
elements of the scene, which would not have been "sampled* by the fiber
cores, are sampled and displayed to the viewer. Two methods are available
to accomplish this (color mu.,tiplcxing and dynamic multiplexing).

1.2.6 Color Multiplexing. Placing a gless wedge at the fiber cable input
causes a one-dimensional smear of colored images due to the prismatic effect.
A prism at the opposite end of the cable restores a single sharp full color

* .mage. This technique is cheap, simple, lightweight and requires no moving
parts, power or control lines to the helmet. However, it only eliminates
structure effectively in one dimension.

1.2.7 Dynamic Multiplexin3. Dynamic multiplexing "wobbles" the image in
time at the input to the fiber cable. A perfe:tly synchronized motor pro-
vides a counter-wobble at the other end of the cable. The "wobble" is crea-
ted by rotating an off-axis glass plate in t0e optical path. This system
requires synchronized motors at both ends of the fiber cable and is talkier
and nore complex than color multiplexing. However, it offers optimum per-
formance as the structure is removed in all axes.

1.2.3 Hel met Display. The helmet display consists of two 3-inch-diameter
Pancake Windows" mounted in front of the eyes, with an optical interface
to the fiber-optic cables and optical multiplexers which provides the cor-
rectly mapped input. The Pancake Window' is a compact, in-line, wide
field (8C degrees), reflective infinity display which provides overlapping

full-color images to each eye. The Pancake Windowsb are semi-transparent
(tibout 10 percent transmission), permitting cockpit controls and indicators

" to be viewed normally through the display with the video blanked. The exit
pupil is large to minimize the adjustment needed when putting, on the HMD.
The eye relief is sufficient to allow, the use of aviator glasses by the
wearer. The overlapping displays provide an Instantaneous field of view of
60 degrees vertically by 135 degrees horizontally, including a high-resolu-
tion inset field selectable between 25 and 40 degrees. The optics, built by
the Farrard Optical Company, are of very high quality and are rigidly pack-
aged to maint,,In i'ignment under all normal simulato, operations.

1.2.9 Helmet Position Senslnq. The 'position of the helcmet (and hence, the
h'!adl muA be accurateT known to permit accurate, rapid control of the iideo

* CGI position/orientatlon. Mechanical linksto the helmet are capable'of this
control, but restriý,.u pilot head movement and add extra drag and weight. The
optical and electromagnetic systems presently in use in military aircraft.

44



To control the video CGI accurately under rapid head motio' requires a

minimum of 60-Hz outpit from the head position sensor. To accommuodate t~hi,
CAEin cnjunction with Concordia Uni-verSity in Montreal, has designed d

CAE, in cod

built an optical helmet-position sen;ing system'.

1.2.10 Accelerometer Prediction of H4ead Position. To reduce the CIG image
re'sponse time on the HMO, it is necessary to predict the position of the

" head movement. The approach chosen was to integrate an acceleration signal
* to predict position. To this end, an angular accelerometer package is in-
. stalled on the helmet and sampled by-the head-tracking computer. A predic-
j tor scheme calculates the extrapolated head position based on the present

position plus the estimated velocity. -The estimated velocity is. derived
from the actual velocity plus an acceleration term. To el'iminate over-
shoots, the. estimated vel-)city is limited to a reasonable value.

S1.2.11 Helmet Suspension S2ystem.. To create the feel of an ordinary aircrew
• helmet, it is necessary to match the weijht, balance, and inertia of the H MD
* as clcsely as possible to those of a conventional'helmet. This is done in

several ways.

ýi) The optics are mounted as close to the head as possible to reduce
the angular inertia of the HMD.

'b) The fiber-optic cables are supported from behind the hellet to
eliminate their weight.

Sc) To compensate for any residual weight and balance discrepancies, a
helmet suspenson system is provided. A cable attached at suit-

able points on the helmet is suspended from a constant force spring
mounted on fore/aft sliding tracks above the pilot's head.- This
system has proved very successful on the breadboard IiM4D, where no,
other attempt was made to reduce weight.

1.2..12 Projection System. The video input.to the system is provided by
four GE PJ•5855 Talari3 large-screen television projectors, -two for each
eye. The PJ 5855 is a high-resolution, high-brightness device providing an
875-li'.e picture at 1000 lumens in full color.

The projectors are mounted on vlbration-.imping o'ptical' tables be-
hi-nd each crew seat and are.coupled to the HMD via the previously described
relay optics and fiber-optic cable.

1.2.13 Cwnputer Image Generation Reqzuirements. The HMD impnso some re-
stri:t;ons on image generator p'rforance.

1.2,13.1 Upate Rate/Throughput ,1laZ. To ininimize lag effects Under rapld
--head motion' the image generator moist o;)erate at a true 60-Hz update rate.
That !is each field of the 875-llne/60-Hz v-iden Image-must, be computed from
a new position input froon the head position sensor processor. The data

• • 5.)
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stream from the helmet-position sensor processor to the CIG host must be
synchronized to the field update and optimized to reduce signal delays. The
CIG throughput delay should be ;ess than 67 ms for best performance.

1.2.13.2 Channel/Viewpoint Capacity. The basic HMD requires four channels,
two for the 80-degrees low-resolution background fields and two for the 25-

. - or 40-degree high-resolution inset fields.

1.2.13.3 Cockpit Mapping. To blank out helmet video when the pilot looks
at his instrumenrs, a cockpit mask is required. This is defined by a black
moving model fixed in space relative to the pilot position. No special dis-
play mapping is required by the light valve, as mapping corre~tiont are done• in the optics.

1.3 Program Status. The breadboard HMO system, integrated with an AFHRL
" cockpit, computer system, and CIG visual system, has been demonstrated to

AFHRL personnel.
A

The breadboard system consists of the following:

"(a) Helmet and helmet support system

(b) HMD optical system

(c) Fiber-optic cables (4)

(d) Mechanical' head-tracking system

(e) Optical cable driving systems (4)

(f) Support structure for system components

- (g) Light valve projectors (4) supplied by the AFHRL.

"The demonstration sh!owed operation of all componc~nts, in particular,
• Jthe display optics and fiber-optic cables in conjunction-with light valve

projectors.

* A concurrent demonstration was given of an e.-p~rimental eye-trackin~g/
"slaved projection system developed as part of the current program.

* Further activities covered by the current program are support of the
system during demonstration and evaluation activities at the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) and the carrying out of experiments (in con-
junction with the AFHRL) to determine parameters fhr the engineering proto-
type system.

6
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2. OPTICS

2.1 Introduction. The optical system pr. ,osed for the ,1MD was based on a
previous program performed by Farrauid for the Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory (AMRL) on what is called the Visually Coupled Airborne Systems
Simulation (VCASS) P,.ograw. The system proposed originally for the AFHRL
HIAD is shown in Figure 2. It was based on using two separate relays within
the helmet-moutited display to utilize two fiber-optic cables of the same di-
ameter. The relays would have different magnifications and thus the overall
angular subtenses and also the resolution capabilities of the, fiber-optic,
cibles would differ by the ratio of the relay magalfications. It was ex-
pected that the relay images would be combined by beamsplitters on the lorg
co .;jate end of the relays.

RLAY L11NS- V--

B AI4PLITUTrR -
PANCAI WINDOW-

ASSY

NARROW FOV WIDE FOV
FIMBR-OPTZC rjBFR-PTIC
CABLES CBE. DISPLAY.. ...

, l x m S~lY IOi:

P0 18

ý- -

I' 'I ~l-elCrl~ltt l

*-jI. * -. \ . ,

-"-"]"Figure 2. Original Flelinet-Mounted Display Concept.
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.2 S•trii! A:rrnnrment. The sistem arr..ngemont that evolved from this ef-
fort 3 sh,,:wn h;.h, intical ly in Figjro 3.

A sin].e -e is ut3:ed to cc'.!i)ine two-inputs: one is 3C mm in dia-
meter corren, ..-1nMing to an 30-degree, high-resoltotion-background field of
view 'FOVý rd the other is a 15-mm input corr'espnding to a 40-degree, high-
resolution section of the 80-degree FOV. These inputs are combined by the.
I-.asplitter cube.

The 30-nra background is brought through a 10-mm fiber-optic cable and
ex-pnded to 30 mm by a 3X fiber-optic expander. The 15-mm hieh-resolution
input is brought directly through the 15-ran fiber-cptic cable.

The arrangement' of the system was to include a vertica' fold following
the n'nca~e Window. eye,iec,-e_. However, this was subseluently changed to a
system with a horizontal fold that significantly reduced the moment of iner-
'tia with elevation head motion.

Wor' was performed tn fold this breadboard system as close as possible
to the head without cutting into the helmet. At one-time, this design per-
mitted the use of a single coinbirner for the two eyes, permitting a constant
see-through illumination over the tetal horizontal field. This was imple-
mented but found to add significant weight and inertia. Individual combin-
ers having dimensions in accordance wi;.h the displayed field and permitting
increa,;ed see-through transmission beyond this dimen.5ion were then used.
This has proved satisfactory thus far, with no reports of. problems caused by
the discontinuities in the see-through transmission.

The arrangfment of the delivered breadboard system ;s as shown in Fig-
ure 1.

The optical characteristics of this system are as follows:

1) Effective, focal length (EFL) -e 21.2 mm

*h .. Exit pupil 15

c Individual horizontal field = 80 deg 30 mm

(d) Vertical field 60 deg 22.5 mm

(e, Overlap, variable between 25 deg and 40 deg

(f) Total horizontal field is variable between 135 deg and 120 deg

(g9 Eye relief 39.S mm

'h) Mapping Fe.
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2.3 Input Fields of View. The input fields of view for the display system
are shown in Figure 5 for the case with the 25-degree overlap with the indi-
vidual 40-degree fields of view. The angular definitions for these fields
of view are 'shown in Figure 5. The light valve fomat has linear dimensions
(i.e., is rectangular).

2.3.M Background FOV. The background light valve input dimension scales as
1.1 inch = ±40-degree field. Stating that this input has F tan B mapping,
this input is defined as having a focal length of 0.655 in (16.65 mm).

The output display is defined as having a focal length of 0.835 inch
(21.20 mm) with F 0 mapping so that 80 degrees =.30 mmn.

This means that the optical system that images the wide-field light
valve (LV) format to the display system must have a magnification of

E..FL Display 21.20 .273X at the center of the field
EFL Light Valve Format

and a magnification of

Semi-Diam. Display 15 "
Semi-Diam. Horizontal LV Input 13.97 1,073X at the edge of the field

with a proper gradient of magnification between them.

Another way to describe this is that 18.6-percent barrel distortion
must be introduced in the wide-angle input relay system.

The interface for the background field with the light valve system
utilizes the light valve T6E objective lens interfacing with the exit pupil
of the 83.1-,m focal length re)ay lens.

Thus, the EFL of the system to be added to the T6E is i05.7g mm.

The nominal optical design data for the T6E were available, and it
was decided not to attempt any aberrational compensation between the added
system and the T6E other than to include the 2.5-percent' distortion present
in the T6E in the total system distortion correction.

2.3.2 High-Resolution Inset FOV. While the background system has its opti-
cal axis normal to both the i1gTt valve focal plane and the display input 4
focal plane, this is not the case in the insertion of the high-resolution
input.

The uackground systems are centered onthe displays, and the axes of
the hackground displays are'turned outward by significant angles.

7777
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The high-resolution inputs are to be positioned on-axis relative to A

the observer. Therefore, they are off-axis relative to the wide-field in-
puts. They must accurately match the wide-field inputs in terms of details
so that there is no obvious, abrupt change in the image of an object as it
crosses this border. The magnification and distortion characteristics of
the high-resolution input must match those of the background.

For the 40-degree, high-resolution input (the 25-degree is a subset
of the 40-degree), the scale of the input at the light valve, image plane is:

0.55 in =
0.5an 20de 1.511 in (38.38 mm)
tan 20 deg

The focal length of the T6F objective supplied with the light valve
projector used for the inset is 84.7 mm. A 2.207X telescopic system was ad-
ded to the T6F to provide a system with the required EFL of 38.3a mm (the
corresponding numbers for the ?5-degree input are 63.01 mm EFL and a 1.344X
telescope). The telescope assembly is shown in Figure 6.

Farrand has the data for the nominal' T6F objective but has not correc-
ted the aberrations of the T6F other than the approximately 1.5-degree, dis-
tortion so that the telescope plus the T6F have F tan e mapping.

The total optical system is called the 40-degree, high-resolution'
collimating lens assembly.

This optical system has an external exit pupil to be positioned at
the entrance pupil of the next portion of the optical train, which is the
high-resolution projection lens system. The light between the two. optical
assemblies is collimated and, 'since this is in trut: angular space, it'is
perfectly accurate to rotate 'the whole high-resolution collimating lens sys-
tem around its exit pupil so that lis axis is at a significant angle to the
high-resolution projection lens axis. In the case of the nigh-resolution r
input, this rotational angle is similar to the angle through which the dis-
play axes have. been turned outward', approximately ?0 to 27.5 degrees.

NOTE: If full overlap between the two high-resolution images is de- 1
sired, the angle off-axis of the input into the high-resolution
projection lens is made equal to the angular turnout of the di.-
play systems.

The high-resolution projection lens has focal length (21.2 amm) and
mapping characteristics (F 8) identical to those of the display system. A

2.4 Problems of Pupil Diffusion. The use of the pupil in the light valve.
as a real exit pupil in a pupil-forming visual display is precluded' for
several' reasons:

(a) The' Xenon arc lamp used with a reflecting condensing system pro. -,
duces a pupil with a central obscuration.

13 .
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(b) The Schlieren bars at the exit pupil of the light valve reproduce
their image at subsequent pupils.

(c) In the color light valve system, the pupil is not chromatically
uni form.

A test was performed at Farrand utilizing a light valve, reimaoing
lens, fiber-optic cable and a Pancake Window'. The general arrangement
was the same as the AFHRL Helmet-Mounted Display, with one exception (no
see-through to thc outside world). It was learned from this mockup that the
fiber-optic cables would not diffuse the pupil of' the light valve and that
eye movement in a pupil, formed by these combinations of optics, resulted in
darkening and hot spots. A suitable diffusing surface had to be found to
interf;ace the light valve images to the HMD.,

An evaluation of rear surface p:'ujection screen material with a low
gain was begun. This ended when it was realized that the materials used for
rear screen projection are colloidal, and a few thousandths of an inch thick.
All, of the above materials would significantly reduce the resolution of the
relatively small projected image used by the HMD. Utilizing a large inter-
mediate focal plane to make screen materials usable would have caused a
large light loss in the display.

Until this time, ground surfaces were not considered because past ex-
perience with ground glass surfaces provided very non-uniform diffusion.
However, because the fiber-optic cables slightly altered the pupil, it was
decided to try ground fiber-optic surfaces. Samples of the fiber-optic
material were surface ground with 30-micron abrasives. The results were
satisfactory in terms of diffusion. Subseqjent samples were ground with
finer abrasives. 6 7-

I.t was determined that grinding en3 end of a'fiber-optic cable with a
5-microbr abrasive will diffuse the pupil of a light valve without signifi-
cantly reducing the resolution in the HMD. Consequently, all fiber-optic
output surfaces in the HMD have been ground with this abrasive.

2.5 Fiber-Optic Expanders. As the HMD concept changed from four optical
relays per HMD (two per eye) to two relays per HMD, fiber-optic expanders
were investigated. Although their use made the display possible' with pre-.
sently available fiber-optic cables, they also presented several problems.
A brief description of an expander is necessary to understand their problems
anA some solutions.

The expanders are made of solid, fused, fiber-optic material. In the
HMD, the material is approximately 30-mm-diameter rod with-an individual
fiber size of 10 microns. An appropriate length of the stock rod is cut off
and held 3t each. end. The center of the length of the rod is heated and
then the rod Is drawn. As the ends are drawn apart, the center, becomes
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2.5 Fiber-Optic Expanders (Cont'd)

thinner. When the ratio of the width of the end section to the center sec-
tion equals the desired magnification, the drawing is stopped. After cool-
ing, the rod is saw-cut in the center. This produces two fiber-optic expan-
ders. Length from the small to the large end is approximately 40 mno (a
transitional zone). The tendency seems to be to slightly overdraw and re-

" move material from the small end of the transitional zone until the magnifi-
cation is correct.

During the initial stages of the design, use of an expander at only one
end of the cable (the helmet end) was proposed. Distortion from the-manu-
facture of. individual expanders made this impossible. However, using both
halves of the drawn rod (matched pairs), with the correct phasing, cancelled
out local distortions of the center sectici of the rod. Matched pairs of
expanders are now being used, one at each of the fiber-optic cable. The
faces of the large ends of the expanders are marked during assmbly of the

*q cable-expander combination so that phasinS is maintained during the cementing
operation.

During the first cementing, another peculiarity was noticed; the geo-
metric center of the small end was not connected to the geometric center of
the large end. A dot placed in the geometric center of the small end was a
few millimeters off the center of the larger end. The cementing was a few
millimcters off the center of the larger end. The cementing was discontinued
and the expanders were returned to the manufacturer. This problem, called
frame runout', results from a 'lack of parallelism between tre large and small
ends of the expander. A frame runout tolerance of 0.5 mm was established.
One set of expanders was found to be correctable; the other set was remanu-
factured. When tht expanders were returned, cementing to the cables was
completed.

e
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E 3. FIBER-OPTIC CABLES

3.1 Breadboard HMD Cables. The resolution goal for the HMOD was 2 to 3 arc
minutes per line pair. S~c'h high resolution was required only in that part
of the-ficld of view where. foveal vision would normally be used. The area
outside this region could be allowed to degrade progressively without affec-
ting the observer's perception of the displayedI image. Although a numner of
approaches were suggested at the beginning of the project for obtaining the
required resolution using one fiber-optic cable for each eye, it oas decided
"that the lowest-risk approach for the breadboard design would be two cables"for each eye. One cable would be used to provide relatively low-resolution

*iimagery outside of tne central region and the other would rrovide high-reso-

.,-- tiong iaeyi the osresprcention of the overalae F Tismage pArtoach allowedrthe

use of conventional fiber-optic cables and, at the same time, allowed ex-

pl-ratory work on cables having more desirable characteristics, to. proceed as
a parallel development.

* The minimum length of cable which would allow adequate head movement,
was determined to be 6 feet. The cross-sectional area was chosen such that
the weight would not be excessive but would still allow the cable to have a
"sufficient modulation transfer function (MTF) to have a minimal effect on
the MTF of the light -valve being used as an iiage source. The MTFs of each
component are discussed in sectiot, 9. This criterion led to the selection
of an 8-rm x 10-nm cable for the background fields. The high-resolution
fields had the same resolution requirements, but the catle had to be con-
siderably larger ') allow the inset FOV to be changed from 25 degrees to 40
degrees during the evaluation of the HMO. The optical steering mechanism
(described in section 6) also added an extra requlrenent for cable size.
Given weight considerations, it was decided that a IS-am x 15-umn cable was
the largest that could be tolerated. The specific density of the glass be-
ing used was 1.5, giving a weight of 0.5 pound per foot for the cable plus a
"certain amount for the cover. Although most of the cable would be supported
by the external frame, at least I foot' would be'directly supported by the
head. It was considered that if t'e total weight of fiber-optic cables sup-
ported by the head exceeded 2 pounds, a meaningful evaluation of the HMD

.4, would be difficult and the feasibility 'of the concept would be jeopardized.

Although the 15-mm x IS-mm cable was considerably larger than absolute-
ly necessary from the standpoint of resolution,.it woold allow some flexi-.
bility to decide the optimum size and position of the inset FOV without ad-
Justing or modifying the helmet optics. This was an obvious advantage in a

4 breadboard design. A further consideration was-the plan to ,ittach, the eye-
slaved projector (see se:tion 13) to the HMO. The two 15-am x 15-nm cables
would provide a high-resolution central field of 40 degrees edertical by 55
degrees horizontal assuming a 25-degree overlap. This would be sufficient
to allow an eye-slaved, 15-degree Inset to be moved ±ZO 'degrees horizontally
and ±12.5 degrees vertically.

17
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An important parameter for the fiber-optic cables is the numerical aper-
"ture. This is equal to the sine of the acceptance, angle. The numerical

* aperture of the cables produced by American Optical at the time of ordering'
the cables was 0.55, which corresponds to an acceptance angle of 33 degrees.
Any light ray angle grepter than. 33 degrees to the normal on the fiber-optic
face is lost. The magnification of the relay optics between the light valve
and the fiber-optic cable effectively controls the angle of the cone of
light incident on the fibers. Due to the non-uniform nature of the exit
pupil in the light valve, an acceptance angle smaller than the half-angle of

. this cone will not. only reduce the light transmitted through the fibers but'
will also cause a change in color. Because of this, a numerical aperture of
0.55 is barely adequate for the present design and higher numerical apertureI fibers will be used in the future. Exploratory work is being carried out to
determine whether a numerical aperture of 0.8, giving an acceptance angle of
53 degrees, is feasible.

Several different types of covers for the fiber-optic cables we-e in-
vestigated before a satisfactory solution was found. Available covers ranged

* from soft neoprene rubber to heavy flexible metal hoses. Although production
versions of an HMD would probably not require fiber-optic cables with a great
deal of protection, it was decided that the breadboard device would need a
more substantial cover than the soft neoprene rubber. Eventually a flexible
metal hose made of 0.01-inch stainless steel was obtained for the 8-nm, x
10-am cables. This cover not only offered good protection to the fibers but
was extremely flexible and weighed 0.16 pound per foot compared to the fiber
weight of 0.2 pound per foot. 'The cover procured for the 15-mm x 15-nm
cable was, unfortunately, much heavier and considerably less flexible.
Since covers having almost identical characteristics to the former type can
be procured in a larger diameter, future cables will use this type of cover.

Reccrds are being kept of the broken fibers in each cable on the bread-
board HMD to assist in the selection of cover material's.

3.2 Image Enhancement in. Fiber-Optic Cables'. The quality of an image trans-
"mitted thrOugh a fiber-optic bund'e can be seriously degraded by the struc-
ture of the fiber bundle. The image' fallinq on a single fibe- is averaged

* 'in both color and luminance to form a single pixel at the output' image. The
spacing of .the fibers, therefore, determines the limiting resolution and the
MTF of the cable. As this is a quantizing process, aliasing effects .will
also'occur. The main degradation occurs due to the fixed-pattern noise pro-
duced by the multifiber structure. The current manufacturing process in the
USA for large coherent bundles first produces a 5 x 5 array of single fibers,
which Is then wound onto a drum to form continuous ribbons of the desired
"r dth. These ribbons are stacked together to form a rectangular block .of

Sthe required size which is then impregnated with epoxy and' cut to obtain a.
single coherent bundle. The array or multifiber structure is very visible.
A further small degradation is due to the slight non-coherence caused by

'0minor variations in the spacing of the multifiber and the removal of a por-
tion of the Nibers during the cutting and polishing procedure.
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The effect on image quality of these manufacturing characteristics car,
be reduced considerably by the use of either color or dynamic multiplexing.
Both techniques, although quite different in implementation, cause each im-
age element to be transmitted by many individual fibers. Upon recombination
at the output end of the cable, the structure of the fibers is suppressed
and the image quality is considerably enhanced. Both techniques were tried
and are described in the following paragraphs.

3.2.1 Color Multiplexing. This approach uses a prism at the input end of
, the cabTe to spread each pixel of the image into a linear spectrum covering

several multifibers. An identical prism is used at the output end to correct
the color dispersion. If the spectral dispersion is large enough, broken
multifibers appear as faintly colored streaks. If the dispersion is equiva-

* lent to only two or three multifibers, this becomes a fairly bright colored
defect. Tests with a light valve showed that a dispersion of 0.5 mm between
blue and red was necessary to reduce the effect of a broken multifiber to
negligible proportions. The color multiplexing technique was actually used
in the breadboard design but other optical design considerations prevented
more than 0.2 nu of dispersion being used. Although the overall image qua-
Slity in the 25-degree inset is quite high, the fixed pattern noise and bro-

- ken fibers are still visible. The effect of this residual fiber structure
will be evaluated on the breadboard system. It now seems possible to use a
greater amount of spectral dispersion and, if the engineering prototype re-
tains this image enhancement technique, the dispersion should be at least
equivalent to lOmultifibers.

The effect on resolution of color multiplexing is shown in Figure 7.
The resolution characteristics are determined by the diameter of the single-
fiber core rather than the spacing of the fibers. The limiting resolution

* of a standard cable is increased by slightly more than a factor of two, due
to the fact that a 10-micron fiber has an 8-micron core. The color multi-
"plexing technique can be used only in a single linear direction. Due per-
haps to non-uniformity in the fiber structure, however, an increase in reso-
lution is also obtained in a direction perpendicular to the dispersion. The
MTF urve in Figure 8 is only for the direction parallel to'the dispersion.

3.2. Dyamic Multiplexing. The alternative approach for image enhancement
is djnamic multiplexing. The input image is physically scanned across sev-
eral multifibers in either a circular or random manner. When the output
image is scanned 'n a synchronous fashion, the fiber structure is eliminated
and he resolution is improved considerably. The theory is described in

7 some detail by Kapany'. The size an6 mass of the equipment. needed to add
this feature on the helmet made it impractical for the breadboard, and the
color multiplexing approach was adopted. Nevertheless, it. was generally ac-
"cepted that the image quality was superior using the dynamic multiplexing
technique, and work is continuing to find a way of incorporating this tech-
nique into the engineering prototype.

2 Kapany, N.S. Fiber Optics Principles and Applications. New York, New.
York: Academic Press, 1967.
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3.3 High-Resolution Cables. The image enhancement techniques just described
offer a method of making'much higher resolution cables with the same conven-
tional area as standard cables. The resolution of cables using either tech-
nique is governed by the diameter of the fiber core. If a cable is made us-
ing fibers with the standard 10-micron cladding diameter but 3-micron cores
instead of the usual 8 microns, ait inc..ease in limiting resolution of 8/3
(i.e., 2.7) can be expected.

A'single 12-mm cable used for the entire 80-degree FOV of each eyepiece
would provide angular resolution similar to that of the 15-num bundle used
for the inset field in the breadboard.

Accordingly, a small-diameter cable (4 mm x 4 mn) was built to deter-
mine the feasibility of this approach. The cable had the expected increase
in resolution, and no severe manufacturing difficulties were encountered.
Handling of the fibers proved easier than expected because the multifibers
were considerably less fragile, reducing breakage in the assembl-ed bundle.
Full-size cables using 3-micron cores and 6-micron cladding are currently
being produced for evaluation in the breadboard. The transmission of these
cables will be reduced in proportion to the relative cross-sectional area of
the fiber core to L.he overall area of the fiber. In effect, this technique
trades image luminance for resolution.

3,4 Variable Resolution Cables. As explained (paragraph 3.1), two cables
are used for each eyepiece to give higher resolution in the cent;al region
of the visual field. A single cable having the required resolution would
have been far too large using conventional construction techniques. The

'approach described in paragraph 3.3 will give the required resolution in a
reasonable-size cable at the expense of reduced transmission. If, however,
the spatial density of the fiber could be varied across the cable so that
the lower'resolution resulting from fewer fibers per unit area matched the
acuity of the eye, a-smaller number of fibers cuuld be used withOut loss of
visual ,performance.

Conventional fiber-optic manufacturing techniques preclude investiga-
tions in this area, but it was realized that, if the magnificationof the,
input image could be varied across the FOV and corrected in the helmet op-
tics, a similar effect could be obtained., Figure 9 shews how the ,tan 6
mapping function of the computer-generated Imagery system would be modified
by a variable-magnification relay lens, to form a new image on the fiber-
optic cable. The magnification -varies from one in the central 20 degrees to
eight at the extreme periphery. The area of the output'image is
approximately one-third that of the input Image.

A. company specializing in aspheric optics was asked to give a quote to
study this concept. After a cErtain amount of investigation, the company
concluded that, although there was a 'good chance of making a lens with the
required characteristics at the input end, there was onl.y a 20-percent chance
of success in making a lens. with the opposite function at the helmet end.
This area of research has been dropped for the engineering prototype phase.,
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1 3.4 Variable Resolution Cables (Cont'd)

The leached bundle technique, however, may allow fiber-optic cables
having variable resolution to be manufactured. Once the exploratory work on
leached bur.dles has )een completed, this area will be re-examined.
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Figure 9. Mapping Function for Relay Lens.
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4. MECHANICAL SUPPORT STRUCTURE

4.1 Mechanical Structure and Modules. 'The mechanical structure of the' HMD
system consists of a steel frame structure supporting four individually vi-
bration-isolated modules (see Fi;ajre 10). The top two modules (one of which
is shown in Figure 11) contain the projectors, relay optics, and optical
steering for the low-resolution or wide FOV, while the bottom tao modules
(one of which is shown in Figure 12) contain the projectors, relay optics
and optical steering for the high-resolution or narrow FOV.

4.1.1 Wide Field of View Modules. Each of the wide FOV modules (refer to
Figure 11) contains the following: (Letters in circles on figure correspond
to letters in parentheses in the following list.)

(a) Light valve projector;

(b) The projector al ignment assembly, which is capable of moving the
projector in five directions: ±+.30 inches in vertical, ±0.75
inches in lateral, ±1.50 inches in longitudinal, ±1 degree in pitch
and ±3 degrees in yaw (see Figure 13);

(c) The low-resolution relay optics, 80-degree afocal telescope (see
section 2);

(d) The angular alignment assembly, which is capable of *1.6 degrees in
pitch and ±4 degrees in yaw (see Figure 14);

(e) The vertical alignment stage, manufactured by Optikon Corp. Ltd.,
Part Number MV.80 (see Figure 15). A micrometer reading of one
unit corresponds to a vertical displacement of 5 microns (0.0002
inch);

(i) The longitudinal and lateral alignment stages, manufactured by
Optikon Comp. Ltd., Part Number MRT.120.40 (seeFtgure 16);

(g) The. 80-degree telescope base, a welded aluminum construction;

(h) The fiber-optic cable (see section 3);

(J) The optical steering assembly (see section 6);

(k) The optical steering support frame;

(m) Laminated steel. honeycomb optical table, manufactured by Ealing
Corp., Part Number 24-5142. The tables offer the advantages of
low weight, ricidity, internal dampening, and a 'high natural fre-
quency important in obtaining low displacements due to dynamics;
and
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Fi gure 10. Hi'D.Main Frame.
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Figure 11. Wide-FOV (Low-Rc~olutioti) Mcdule.
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(n) Low-profile, low-frequency elastomeric noise and vibration isola-
tors, manufactured by Barry Controls, Part Number 633A-130. The
mounts effectively isolate disturbing frecqencies as low as 15 Hz.

- 4.1.2 Narrow Field ef View Modules. Each of the narrow-FOV'modules (refer
to Figuie 12) contair.s the following:

(a) Light valve projector;

(. (b) Projector alignment assembly (see Figure, 13);

*"(c) The high-resolution relay optics, 25- or 40-degree afocal tele-
scope (see section 2);

* (d) The angular alignment assembly (see Figure 14);

(e) The vertical alignment stage (see Figure 15);.

(f) The longitudinal and lateral alignment stages (see Figure 16);'
"" (g) The 25- or 40-dq-gree afocal telescope base, a.welded aluminum'con-

struction;

"(h) The fiber-optic cable (see section 3);

(j) The high-resolution projection lens (see Section 13);

(k) The inclination stage, for oltch alignment, manufactured by Optikon
Corp. Ltd., Part Number TG.120 (,;ee Figure 17). The inclination
stage is capable of .±2-degree 30-minute tilt;

'(m) The rotational stage, for yaw a',ignment, manufactured by Optikon
Corp.. Ltd., Part number TR.120 (see Figure 18);

(n) The yertical alignment 'stage ('iee Figtire 15);

l (p) The longitudinal and lateral alignment stages, manufactured by
Optikon Corp. Ltd., Part Numb:'r MRT.80.25 (see Figure-16);

(q). The high-resolution projection 'lens base, a welded aluminum con-
struction;

( (r) The optical steering assembly (see section 6);

(s) The optical steering support. frame. This support frame Is capable
of rotating, about a pivot (,vhich coincides with the exit pupil of
the afocal telescope and the entrance pupil of the .projection lens).
In order to accommodate the two different Insets f25. and 40 de-

. grees). The alignment proc:edure is described in paragraph 4.3;
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-t) Laminated steel honeycomb optical table; and

(u) Low-profile, low-frequency .lastomeric noise and vibration isola-
tors.

4.2 Counterbalance Mechanism. The purpose of this assembly is to nullify
the moments produced by

(a) The weight of the helmet-mounted optics about the head's pivot
* point, and

(b) The weight of the.fiber-optic cables.

The assembly, as shown in Figure 19, consists of three subassemblies
which are all similar in design. Each assembly is made up ofa pair of con-
stant-force springs wound on two freely rotating drums all suspended on a
hardened-steel rod through a linear bearing. On the assembly supporting the
helmet optics, the constant-force springs are connected to the helmet through
a single pulley. (This reduces the moments produced by the optics in the
roll axis as well.)

S4.3 Alignment of the High-Resolution Input

4.3.1 Basic Alignment Principles. In terms of a general overview, the sys-
tem is aligned as an in-line optical system. The axis of the system is in a
plane parallel to the optical table. The optical table is in plane that is
level to the ground; therefore, the optical axis will be parallel to the
ground. The complete input has one moving part: the hi gh-resolution proec-
tion lens/fiber-optic cable assembly (see Figure 20). This part pivots at
an axis wh.ich intersects the'axis of the optical system at a location where
the exit pupil of the afocal telescope and the entrance pupil, of the high-
"resolut;on projection lens coincide.

"There are several optical mechanical deviations that must be consi-
dered in the basic alignment. 'The nigh-resolution inset is not centered in
the displayed field of each eye and is, therefore, not centered geometrical-
ly on the high-resolution axis. The fiber-optic cable is displaced by 7.5
amn. This'brings one edge of the cable to the axis of the high-rcsol.ution
input. The cable edge would appear as a vertical line bisected by the opti-
cal axis. The direction of displacement of the cable Is' toward the right,
on the horizontal axis, for the right eye input and toward the left for -theleft eye input (see Figure 21). The high-resolution projection lens in-

. cludes a spherical mirror beamsplitter and folding mirror. This combination
t. displaces the optical axis by 75 mm (nominal) it, the vertical direction. As

mentioned, the high-resolution projection lens/ fiber-optic cable assembly
is pivoted about the exit pupil of the afocal telescope. This angle locates

.. the image from the light valve (projector) at the correct place on the high-
resolution fiber-optic cable. This is done, without further adjustment of

- the cable location after the initial alignment.
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4.3.2 Alignment of the' Fiber-Optic Cable. A cross-hair reticle is placed
on the fiber-optic cable end which is toward the display. The reticle is
cemented to a fixture which pivots on the ferrule of the fiber-,ptic cable.
The reticle is rotated until one reticle line bisects the cable in the hori-
zontal direction. The optical table is leveled to the ground to within 0.5
degree. An alignment telescope is attached to the optical table at the end
furthest from the optical steering assembly. Using the bisected edge of the
fiber-optic cable and a flat, parallel mirror placed against the fiber-optic
cable end (which is in the optical steering assembly), an optical axis is
established. Adequate adjustment of the alignment telescope in the vertical
direction is provided to account for the vertical displacement of the opti-
cal axis.

4.3.3 Alignment of the Projection Lens. The high-resolution projection
lens is attached, to the standoff by four 4-40 screws going through L brack-
ets into the sides of the main body housing. An alignment mirror is attached
to the main body housing by the two tapped holes in the front of the housing
(facing the light valve). Using a height gauge set to the image of the
reticle on the fiber-optic cable, the high-resolution projection lens is ad-
justed to approximately its proper height using the scribed lines on the
lens barrel as a-reference. The correct back focus is set between the
fiber-optic cable and the lens. The alignment telescope is'then used to
look at the alignment mirror on the projection lens, ard the projection is
brought into angular alignment (pitch and yaw) by use of the two angular ad-
justments provided on the standoff. The alignment telescope is then moved
down to the predetermined new height. Angular adjustment is rechecked.

The high-resolution projection lens is then adjusted In the vertical
direction until, the reticle is centered in the alignment telescope. The
projection lens is then' moved horizontally until the vertical edge of the
fiber bundle is centered in the alignment telescope. The angular adjustment
is rechecked and adjusted if necessary.

After alignment of the projection lens', a check is made to verify
.'that the entrance pupil of t projection lens is in line with the pivot. A
cone-shaped point will be placed on top of the pivot to locate the pivot.

On the sie of the main housing of the projection lens, 'a mark will
beprovided that loccZes the longitudinal position of the pupil. A'transit

will'be angularly aligned to the side of the housing using an auto-collimat-
ing eyepiece through the transit by moving the transit in horizontal and
vertical directions. At the same time, the indicator mark for the pupil is
kept in the fiel~d of view. After the transit is aligned, the vertical angle
of the transit is changed and the point which locates the center of the
pivot is located. The deviation is recorded. If the deviation is greater
than 0.010 inch, the fiber-optic cable is adjusted longitudinally according-
ly. Tht alignment is then rechecked.
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4.3.4 25-Degree Telescope Alignment. The 25-degree teles.:ope is initially
aligned along the axis of the high-resolution projection len's. A cardboard
template supplied with the 25-degree te'escope will, when placed on the end
of the telescope, locate the exit p~jpil uf the telescope. The telescope i:
placed on the standoffs. Using the alignment telescope, a flat parailel
mirror is placed on the end of the 25-degree telescope tow~ard the alijnment
tel escope-.

The 25-degree telescope is brought into angular alignment using the
two angular 'adjustments on the -tandoffs. The -degree telescope is theft
adjusted for position. The transit is used to locate the longitudinal posi-
tion of the exit pupil via the template. Vertical and horizontal alignment
is accomplished by use of the fiber-optic ca-ble reticle and the alignment
tel escope. The vertical' and horizontal adjustments 3n the standoffs are
used to bring the fiber-optic reticle and the edge of the fiber-optic bundle
to the center of the alignment telescope field. TT.e 25-degrec telescnpe is
then rechecked for angular alignment. If angular alignment must be re-ad-
justed, then the 25-degree telescope must be reset horizontally and vertical-

ly.

cnbAfter alignment of the 25-degree telescope, the alignment telescope

ca m o sremoved, as well as the reticle on the fiber-optic cable end.

*T4.3.5 Light Valve Alignment. The light valve projector is focused for an
Infinite conjugate. The theht valve is placed on the table and brought to

- the proper distance from the 25-degree teld;,topel. A central spot should be
Sgenerated in the light valve format. This spot can be viewed on the face of

the fiber-optic cable end that will be placed in the helmet display through
a neutral density filter. The spot should be in focus and on the edge of
the cable. The reticle nay be relocated at this time, for centering, on the
cable edge. After centering, a grid pattern is generated on the light valve
and focus can be accomplished on the fiber-optic cable end of the high-reso-
lution projection lens.

The last task on the input end 'is tlsoo s et the aigle of the, optical
steering assembly ab 'out the pi~vot, point. A transit'is set up, using the
auto-c-ollimating eyepiece, perpend'icular to the high-projection. len~s. A
long mirror placed along the standoffs ref elecots the image of the eyepiece.
*The transit will be at a close distance to the projection lens. This angle
is set to zero. The required angle is set on the transit (27.5 degrees).
The optical steering assembly is then rotatediabout the pivot until the auto-
collimated image is again seen thhrough the eyepiece and the transit.
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5. HELMET-POSITION SENSING SYSTEM

*5.1 Introductio~n. In order f'or the computer-generated image to appear sta-
*tionary as the pilot moves his head, the position of the pilot's helmet must

be known relative to the simulator's fixed axes. This position is defined
by three translation parameters (X, Y, Z) and three rotation parameters
(Euler angles). This information must also be known in order to align the
CGI with the frame of the windscreen,

A fun~damental part of this development project is, therefore, the hel-
met-position sensing system. Several sensing systems are presently available
and are described in this section. The design of a mechanical system is

* ~presented. Alternative solution~s, based on the state of the art in noncon-
tact position sensing, are also discussed.

Paragraph 5.2 outlines the requirements for the helmet-poriti-onsensing
system and serves as a guide in the evaluation of the various approaches
described in paragraph 5.3.

5.2 Specifications

5.2.1 Range and Accuracy. Head movement within a sim ulator is restricted
* by the geometry of the cockpit and by the physical limitations of the pilot.

In most cockpits, the position, of the pilot's helmet never exceeds the en-
velope defined by the following:

(a) Yaw: +150 degries to -150 degrees

(b) Roll: +45 degrees to -45 degrees

(c) Pitch: +90 degrees to -45 degrees

(d) Max longitudinal travel: +24 inches to' 0 inches

(e) Max lateral travel: +6 inches to -6 inches

Mf Max travel 'along Z-axis: +6 inch es to -6 inches.

These -values define the required effective range of the hel met- post.
tion sensing system. -Any measurement taken vi.thin this range should not be
in error by more than a specified amount. Although there is-no bound on the
systematic error, the random error (i.e., repeatability) should be better
than 0.1 degree for rotation or 0.1 inch for translation.
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5.2.2 Weight and Size. Because combat aircraft normally undergo high rates
of acceleration, there is a real need to minimize the helmet weight. In
simulator applications, g-loading is not a problem but the helmet weight
must be kept realistic. The helmet-mounted visual display, together with
the position sensing system, must not significantly increase the weight of
the helmet. Increasing the size of the helmet is also unacceptable in the
limited area of the cockpit.

In military aircraft, the primary function of the flight helmet is
protection. Since this is not the case in simulators, there are fewer con-
straints on mounting additional hardware 'or modifying the helmet in order to
reduce the weight.

5.2.3 Calibration. The accuracy and repeatability of the helmet-position
sensing system should be assessed in a realistic, working environment where
conditions are generally less favorable than in the laboratory. Some of the
available systems are particularly sensitive to interfering or modifying in-
puts. These systems provide significantly better results, in a "clean" en-
vironment. The magnetic systems, for example, are susceptible to the noise
generated by a variety of electrical devices, especially switching power
supplies. Such systems require a lengthy, in situ calibration procedure
that must be performed regularly and with specialized equipment.

The ideal helmet-position sensing system would not require a tedious
calibration, only an initial alignment with4 n the cockpit., Moreover, it
would be insensitive to all interfering and modifying inputs.

5.2.4 Response. Most digital image generators designed for simulator appli-
cations operate at a maximum frame rate of 60 Hz. Transportation delays of
two or more frames are common. Delays of this kind can be compensated for
by implementing algorithms whi-ch predict helmet-position and orientation
across the appropriate number of frames., These predict-ahead algorithms are
usually based on both helmet-position and velocity. Helmet velocity can be
determined by taking the difference between two successive position readings
and dividing by the interval of time between them. The helmet-position sen-
sing system must, therefore, be capable of providing position data at a
minimum rate of 120 readings per second in all six degrees of freedom.

Conceivably, some tracking systems may introduce a significant time
delay even if cperating at 120 Hz. Therefore, the measured position of the
pilot's helmet must not lag the actual position by more than one period.
The magnetic systems are particularly poor in this respect. They require a
settling time of three or more iterations following a step change in helmet-
posi tion.
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5.3 Available Systems

5.3.1 System A. This system utilizes a three-dimensional magnetic field
produced by an orthogonal set of radiating coils. These, coils are fixed to%
the airframe at a point on th 'e longitudinal axis just above and behi'nd the
pilot's head (see Figure 22). The radiating coils excite the windings of a
second set of sensor cuils located on the pilot's helmet. The output of the ;_
sensing coils can be used to calculate the position of the pilot's head rela-
tive to the fixed-axes of the radiator (see Figure 23).

Twc such systems employ thie same basic hardware but differ signifi-
cantly in their approach to the problem of interference. One reliesý on a -

map of the ambient magnetic field within the cockpit. This map is unique to
each ins'tallation-and is determined experimentally. The test rig required
to develop the map consists of a 'magnetic sensor mounted on an X-Y table.
The table is placed inside the cockpit and measurements are taken at 2-inch
intervals throughout the X-Y 'plane. During normal operation, the ambient
magnetic field can be determined by interpolation and a correction factor

eA

can be applied to the posit~ion data.

In the other, it is assumned that the'ambient magnetic field emanates
from a number~of parasitic dipoles on or in the vicinity of the helmet.
these dipoles are scaled such that they fit the magnetic map of the coc*-pit.
This approach provides a closed-form solution for the ambient magnetic field.

iI

Furthermore, the parasitic dipoles can be treated in much t~he same way as 4
the radiating coils, thus simplifying the algorithm.

System A is extremely sensitive to electromagnetic interference. The
addition or, removal of metal from the cockpit will usually necessitate the
development~of a new magnetic map. Metal components which mount directly on
the helmet are particularly difficult to deal with, especially if they ob-
struct the data link between sensor and radiator. The use of certain devices
which must be helmet-mounted (i.e., the display hardware) could preclude the
use of this, system.

The system. requires high-performance data cqu isi ti on and proces si ng
capabilities. The analog signals from the sensing coils are amplified and
converted to digital form via a high-speed., 12-bit anal og-to-di gi tal (AID)
converter. Arithmnetic and logical functions such as the coorcinate trans-
f ormati ons are perf ormed by. f our cascaded 2901-bi t- sl icd processors . The
overall system performance is suimmarized in Table I.' It should be noted
that the system was evaluated in a clean enviro'nment. Special nonmetal~lic
fixtures wer? dav_-loped to hold and positiin the sensor during testing.

A modified version of this system has been developed specifically for
simul ator applications. It uses a POP 11/60 computer ýwith a 14-bit AID* con-
verter.. Despite the, increased data acquisition and processing capabilities,
the performance is only marginally improved, indicating that the magnetic
,transducers ire the limiting factor.

a,
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Table I. Performance Summary of Existing Systems.

EFFECTIVE RANGE CAE SPEC SYSTEM A SYSTEM B

S-YAW (deg) -150 +,150 -135 +135 -180 +180
-ROLL (deg) -45 +45 -30 +30 -20 +20

- -PITCH (deg) -45 +90 -70 +80 -70 •+70

-FORE/AFT 'in) 0 +2d 0 +16 -6 +6
-LATERAL (in) -6 .+6 -10 +10 -4 +4
-Z AXIS .in) -6 +6 -6 +6 N/A

ACCURACU: -ROTATION (deg) 0.1 0.3 0.5
-TRANSLATION (in) 0.1 0.35 N/A

"ITERATION RATE (Hz) 120 50 30 to 50

5.3.2 System B. System B takes advantage of recent advancements in electro-
optical technology. Central to the system is the cockpit-mounted V-slit
camera. This camera is directed at a triad of infrared light-emitting di-
odes (LEDs) which are fixed to the side of the pilot's helmet (see Figure
.24). When one of the three LEI.- is flashed on, Infrared light enters the
camera through a narrow 0.008-Inch V-slit and creates an image across a high-
resolution linear charge-coupled device (CCD) (see Figure 25). This device

* consists of 1728 discrete photosensitive elements. The analog signals from
* these elements are transferred out of the CCD serially at a rate of 2.5 MHz.

The resulting output waveform consists of a series of pulses which are ampli-
tude modulated with the optical information. It takes approximately 0.7

. millisecond for one complete scan of all the elements in the array.

The position of an LED can be determined in both the horizontal and
vertical planes from the two points where the V-Image intersects the CCD.

* Lateral translation of the LEDcauses the two points to move across the CCD
"without changing their separation. The separation changes -when the LEO is
moved longitudinally. The intersection points correspond to peaks in the
CCD output, waveform.

In order to determine the helmet-position and orientation, the, V-stit
* camera first sdmples and stores-the background Illumination with the helmet

LEDs switched off. The LEDs are,.then flashed on in sequence and the CCD
oitput waveform is subtracted from the background I11lumination. This is

. done to improve the definition of the LED peaks. .Byusing the corrected
waveform to gate counters, the location of each peak is determined. The raw
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* data, in the form of two binary numbers per LED, are then transferred via
the interface circuit to the system computer which performs the line-of-sight
computation. With a modern 16-bit microprocessor, an iteration rate of 30.
to 50 Hz is possible.. Although a sincle camera provides sufficient informa-
tion to give helmet orientation in roll, pitch, and yaw, a secund camera and
another set of LEDs are necessary to cover all the possible head positions.

This helmet-position sensing system is'accurate to about 0.5 degree
in most installations. This is more than adequate in helmet aiming systems
where the pilot's ability to visually track a target is limited. The optic-
al distortion caused by 'the canopy, compounded by the buffeting that occurs
during high-speed flight, can induce errors of as much as 2 degrees.

This system will probably never attain the accuracy required in simu-
lator applicati cne. However, with further development, it could match +he
performance of System A. The main advantages of the S~ystem B are its injen-
sitivity to noise and its ease of installation.

5.4 Mechanical He~met-Position Sensing System. The design and analysis of
a mechanical, hesmet-position sensing system developed for the breadboard
FOHKL' is described below. Although uhacceptable for the combat mission
trainer due to the mechanical drag and limited helmet freedom of motion,
this system served a twofold purpose. It provided a means of establishing a
firm set of performance criteria for the more complex, norcontact helmet-
position sensing system. -It also permitted a rigorous evaluation of the
visor display early in the development project.,

The mechanical system is basically a two-bail linkage. One bar is con-
nected to the cockpit through joint 3, which has one degree of freedom. The'
second bar is coupled to the helmet via joint I and to the first bar via
joint 2. Joints I and 2 have three and two degrees of freedom, respectively.
Figure 26 gives a schematic representation of the mechanical helmet-position
sensing system, which shows the fixed and movable coordinate systems.

The analysis that follows' relates the general displacement of the he'.-
met to the six measurable angles of the linkage.

5.4.1 Translation Measurement. The transtation of the helmet'-is defined by
the vector joining point A with the origin of the fixed coordinate system.
This vector,.denoted by VOA, Is the resultant of vectors VC, VCB, and VBA.

V is a vector constant used to relocate the origin of the fixed

coordinaeysem to the nominal helmet position.
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5.4.1 Translation Measurement (Cont'd)

Voc 0 .-1725.1

Si (EQ 1)

VOC can be adjusted to suit the installation.

SVB is the vector representing element C of the linkage. Since joint
3 has only one degree of freedom, element C is constrained to move in the
X-Z plane. A single angle, c3 , defines the position of element C. VCB,
which is of length 17.25 inches (0.43815m), is given by:

Cos (c)0
VCB "(17.-25) 0.

-sh n(c3] (EQ 2)

VBA is the vector representing element B of the linkage. Joint 2 has
two degrees of freedom; hence, two angles, b2 and c2 , are required to define
the position of element B with respect to element C. The orthogonal axes
fixed to element.C are denoted by X, YC, ZC. As shown in Figure 27, a
right-handed rotation about XC in the amount b2 defines YIC and ZVc. With
respect to these axes,' vector VBA can be expressed as:

TS~si n(c2I 'C

VBA (25.) 0. i c

-CS(2) .k'c (EQ 3)
L OS (C2) L C

The unit vectors Vc, J'C, k',c can be written in terms of iC,-jC0 kc
a% follows:

19c (".)ic + (o;)IC + (o.)kc

C" (O)c + cos(b 2 )jc + sin(b 2 )kc

C 0*.)iC -sin(b 2 )JC +cos(b 2 )kC

0. cos(b 2 ) sin(b 2 )

1kI [O. sin(b 2 ) cos (b 2 )j (EQ 4)
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5.4.1 Translation Measurement (Cont'd)

The components of vector VBA With respect to the XC , YC, ZC coordi-
nate systen, can be found by combining equations 3 and 4:

rsin(c 2) iT r1. 0. 0. 1 [c
VBA = (25.) 0. 0. cos(b2) sin(b2) Jc

-sinob2  [c,"[-cos(c2 ) -sin(b2) cos(b 2 )J kL

T

VBA =(25.) [osi(c2)}in(2

L LcOs (c 2) cos (b 2) JVkCj (EQ 5)

• • /
.I-. .

I7-

* " -PL05113

.0 Figure 27. Schenatic Representation of Coordinate Transformations
at Joints 1, 2 and 3.
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5.4.1 Translation Measurement (Cont'd)

An additional transformation matrix is needed to carry vector VBA
into the fixed-cockpit coordinate system. This matrix, denoted by (C], re-
lates the orthogonal unit vectors of elenent C to those of the fixed coordi-
nate system; that is:

=C = cos(c 3 )i + (O.)j - sin(c 3 )k

jC = (O.)i + (1.)j + (O.)k

Cc = sin(c 3 )i + (O.)j + cos(c 3 ).

JC0. 1. 0. I~[ ij Lsin(c 3 ) 0. cos(c3 JLk] (EQ 6)

By combining equations 5 and 6, vector VBA can be written in terms of
the fixed unit vectors i, j, k.

! T

sin(c 2) ]cos(c3) 0. -sin(c 3)
iB A. u(25.) -cos(c 2)Sitrw(b 2) 0. 1., 0 []

L cos(c 2 )cOs(b 2 )j' Lsin(c 3 ) 0. cos(c 3 )]

Trsin (c2 ).cos(c 3) +.ccs(c 2)COS(b 2 )sin(c 3)I

VBA (25.) '-cos(c 2 )sin(b 2 ) J[

L-sin(c 2 )cos(c 3) + COS(C2)C°S(b2)cIs(c3)J j

VOA, the vector defining the X, Y, Z position of the pilot's helmet
is defined by:

VOA 1V0C " CB VBA (EQ 8)

where VOC, VCB, and VBA are defined by equations 1, 2, and 7, respectively.
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5.4.2 Rotation Measurement. In paragraph 5.4.1, the origin of the helmet
coordinate system was located within the cockpit. Since a rigid body with
one point fixed has three degrees of freedom, three additional independent
"rotations are needed to describe the general displacement, of the helmet.

- These rotations are defined by the Euler angles. The Euler angles can be
obtained from the matrix of direction cosines CT) which relates the helmet
coordinate system to the fixed-cockpit coordinate system.

(T] = [A] [B] [C] (•Q,9)

A, B, and C are the matrixes of direction cosines relating adjacent
coordinate systems. For example, matrix C relates the orthogonal unit
vectors of element C (TC, JC, kt) to those of the fixed-cockpit coordinate
syste.l.

* JA [A] 1B
iT[A

LkAI 1BI

!N C
IJBI []

IkB kC

" ic [c[C] = ]

kJ 'L k (EQ 10)

'Matrix C appears in tho derivatiton of vector VBA and is qiven by
equation 6.

6~s (C3) 0. ~sln(c 3)1
(C cJ=0. 1. 0.

Ls n(c3) 0. cos( 3)j (EQ 11)

SL
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5.4.2 Rotation Measurement (Cont'd)

Figure 27 graphically. illustrates the coordinate transformations at
joint 2. Since joint 2 has two degrees of freedom, two angles are required
to define the orthogonal unit vectors of element B in terms of those on ele-
ment C. A right-handed rotation about XC in the amount b2 defines Y',C and
ZC. With respect to these axes, the orthogonal unit vectors of element B
can be expressed as:

1B COs(C2)i'C + (O.)J'c - sin(c 2 )k'c'

jB = (o.)iC + (1..)j'c + (o.)i'C

B" sin(c 2 )i'C + (O-)J'C + cOs(c 2 )k'c

!;B rcos(c 2) '0. sin(c2) [". 1
IJBI 0. 1. 0. j 'CJ
L kBJ Lsin(c 2) 0. COS(c2)J [ic] (EQ 12)

Equation 4 relates the unit vectors 'C, -C, k'c to those of element C.
1c". 0. 0. ic.

=C 0. cos(b 2 ) sin(b 2 ) FC
]C 0 sinC(b2) C2s (C kc (EQ 13)

Matrix B , the matrix relating the orthogonal unit vectors on ele-
ment B to those of. el ement C, can be found by substituting equatl on 13 into
equation 12.

cos(c 2 ) 0. -sn(c2 ] 1. 0. 0. 1

[B) 0 1. [ 0, cos(b 2 ) sin(b 2)

Os() s on(c2)sin(b) [. ss(b 2)J

0.8 0. cos(b 2 ) sln(b2 )

tsn(c2) -cos(c 2 )sln(b 2 ,) Cos(c 2 )cos(b 2) (EQ 14)
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5.4.2 Rotation Measurement (Cont'd)

Matrix [A] relates the helmet coordinate systen to the orthogonal unit
vectors on element B. Since joint 1 has three degrees of freedcon, matrix.[A]
is a function of three angles. As shown in Figure 27, a right-handed .ota-
tion about ZB in the amount a defines X'B and Y'B. A second rotation about

in tne amount c, defines Z"B and X"B. A final rotation about X" in the
amount b, yields the helmet coordinate axes XA, YA, ZA-

A = (1.)T"B + (0.)3"B O

JA - 0- B+ cos(bl)J"B + sin(b 1 )i"S

kA = (O.)i"B - sin(bl)j"B + cos(b 1 )k"B

'TA 1 0. 0. ir i
JA = o' c'is (b 1 ) sin(bl)1 "BI

kA sin(b 1 ) cos(bl) Lil"lB (EQ 15)

f"B = cos(c1) i'B + (0.")'B" sin(cl1)'B

" (0.)i' + (1')3'B +

k"B = sin(c 1)1'S + (0")3'B,+ cos(cl)R'B

i":B cos(c 2) y. " sin(cl) i' B

=o 0. . 0. j,
L k-J [sin(c 1) 0. cos(c)J 1k' U (EQ 16)

iB * cos(a,) N + sin(a 1 )Js, + .(O4k8

jB. = -sin(al)iB + cos(al)3J + (O.)kB

'B" (0.)iB + (0o.8 + (O-,)iB

rs cos (a 1) sin(al) 0.1 r18
L si, (a,) cos.(aI) 0 . JB

0o0J Lk (EQ 17)
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5.4.2 Rotation Measurement (Cont'd)

Matrix [A], the matrix relating the orthogonal unit vectocs on the
helmet to those of element B, can be found by combining equ-tions 14, 15,
ard 16.

ri 0. 0. lros(cl) 0..[A] =0. cos(bl) sin(b . 0.0
[ -sin(b 1 ) cos(bI)J sin(cl) 0. cos(ci)rcos (a1  si n(a 1) 0.1

-sin(al) cos(a 1) 0.1
1 0. 0. I.

All = cos(cl)cos(aI)

A12 =cos(cl)sin(al)

A13 = -sin(cl)
A2 1  = sin(b 1)sin(c1 )cos(a 1 )- cos(bl)sin(al)
A2 1 = sin(bl)sin(cl)sin,(a 1 ) + cos(b 1 )cos (a 1 )
A2 3  = sin(b1 )cos(c 1)

A3 1 = cos(bI)sin(cl)cos(a,1 ) + sin(bl)sin(al)
A32  = cos(b 1 )sin(c1 )sin(a1 ) - sln(b 1 )coS(as1 )
A33  = cos(b 1 )cos(c 1 ) (EQ 18)

Since Euler angles are defined by the same sequence of rotations as
followed for joint 1, equation 18 is also the matrix of direction cosines
expressed In terms of Euler angles. The absolute rotation of the helmet
(i.e., with respect to the cockpit coordinate system) can be determined by
equating matrix (T] with equation 18 and solving for angles a*, b*, c*. The
asterisk is used to, denote quantities that are measured with respect to the
fixed cockpit coordinate system.

a* - ATAN2(T 1 2 , T1 1 )
b* - ATAN2(T 2 3 , T3 3 )

c* = ASIN(-T 1 3 ) (EQ 19)

A•gles a*, b*, c* are more commonly referred to as yaw, roll, and
pitch res pecti vely.
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5.4.3 Data Acquisition and Processing. Data processing tasks for the mech-
anical helmet position sensing system are accomplished by an INTEL iSBC
86/12 single-board computer. This computer's capabilities are summarized
following:

(a) CPU: 8086

(b) CPU SPEED: 5 MHz

(c) RAM (BASE BOARD): 32K

(d) RAM (W/FULL EXPANSION)': 64K

(e) EPROM: 16K

(f) EPROM (W/FULL EXPANSION): 32K

(g) SERIAL 1/0: 1

(h) PARALLEL I/O LINES: 24

Wj) TIMERS: 2

(k) INTERRUPTS: 8.

To determine the helmet position and orientation, a number of matrix
multiplications and trigonometric functions must be evaluated. This neces-
sitate!; the use of the 8087 numeric processor. The 8087 has the ability to
perform the highspeed floating-point mathematics required in complex control
algorithms.

Helmet position and orientation data are transferred from the INTEL
86/12 to the SEL 32/55 host computer through a MULTIBUS-SELBU$ controller
(MBSEL). The MBSEL board is an intelligent DMA controller which communi-
cates with the SELBUS via a high-speed data (HSD) interface board. In this
application, the HSD is in external mode and the 8086 is in control of the
transfers. During initialization, the 8086 creates a transfer 'block consis-
ting of four 16-bit words 'for each 3?-bit quantity to be transferred. The
first two words specify the target address in SEL memory and the data direc-
tion. The third and fourth words contain the data to be input to or output
from the SEL. The 8086 initiates the data tr-.'nsfer by writing the starting
address of the transfer block and the word count into the MBSEL registers.
Because of, the 86/12 board's dual-port, RAM, the MBSEI. can access the transfer
block directly via the MULTIBUS. Uata transfers are transparent to both the
SEL and 8086,processors.

Rotational voltage differential transducers (RVOTs) are used to in-
strument' joints 2 and 3, while potentiometers are used on joint 1. The ana-
log signals from these transducers are brought to a BLC 711 analog input
board. This board is built around a 12-bit, 50-kHz A/C converter.
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The analog signals needed to drive the optical steering mechanisms
are provided by a BLC 724 analog output board. The 724 contains four inde-
pendent 12-'bit D/A converters.

The MBSEL board, the two analog 1/O boards, and the single-board corn-
puter are housed in an iSBC 660 sys;tem chassis. This chassis is 7 inches
high and mounts in a standard 19-inch rack. It can accommodate up to eight
cards. DC power is provided at ±5 and ±12 volts.%

The subroutine which calculates the helmet position and orientation
from the six measurable angles of the linkage is written in FtJRTRAN-86. All
of the other routines including the MBSEL and analog I/0 board drivers, the
interrupt handler, and the 86/12 initialization routines, are written in
ASSEMBLER-86. The software is compiled, linked, and located using' an INTEL,
Series III microprocessor development system and down-loaded into the target
system serially via the iSBC 957 interface and execution packa~ge. The final,
erro-r-free software resides on four 2732 EPROMs and is executed automatical-
ly on RESET.

5.5 Optical Helmet-Pnsition Sensing System. Due to the lack of an "oft-the-
shelf" noncontact position sensor suitable for use on the 'FOH-MD, it was
decided ti~ develop a new system, based on optical techniques. The optical
helmet-position sensing system is based on a commercially available position
sensor head. This compact device is capable of detecting the position of an
infrared LED in two dimensions. The sensor employs a newly developed sili-
co 'n position-sensitive detector (PSD). The P 'SD is actually a planar photo-
diode with very uniform resistive layers formed over both the top and bottom
surfaces (see Figure 28). A camera lens is used to focus che infrared light
onto the active area of the detector. This results in the generation of
electron-hole pairs in the depletion layer directly under the light spot.
The electrons migrate to the N-layer where they drq channeled between two
electrodes. Since the N.-layer has a uniform resisti'ity, the current flow-,
ing to a given electrode will depend on its distance from the point of inci-
dence. The same basic princi*ples apply to the P-layer. By processing the
current signals with the analog circuitry shown in Figure 29, theX and Y
coordinates of the LED image can be determined.

In many respects, the device is superior to conventional noncontact
position detectors. CCD cameras and scanning-type image sensors are either
not accurate enough because they cons~ist of discrete elements or not fast
enough because of the limited scan speed.

hihWith filtering, the resolution of the position sensor head can be as
hihas 0.02.percent of full-scale. The filtering is necessary because of

the high-frequency jitter that is normally presenlt. The dynamic performance
of the device is impressive: it can be used for vibration measurements at'
frequencies of up, to 50 1Hz.,
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5.5 Optical Helmet-Position Sensing System (Cont'd)

The device can be applied to helmet-position sensing in a number of
ways. The simplest approach involves two cockpit-mounted position sensor
heads directed at a pattern of LEDs on the top of the pilot's helmet. As in
System B described previously, the LEDs are flashed on in sequence. The
helmet position and orientation are computed from the image coordinates of
the LED pattern.

Two sensors viewing the same LED pattern are required to uniquely deter-
mine helmet position i, six degrees of freedom. The image on the sen'sitive
area of the detector is a two-dimensional perspective projection of an LED
moving in three-dimensional space. Consequently,'the three-dimensional posi-
tion of the LED cannot be recovered from its image coordinates. At best,
only the direction of the vector between the LED and the sensor can be deter-
mined. If the target LED is viewed from two locations, a triangulation
scheme can be used to compute the LED position in three dimensiors. There-
fore, with a minimum of three-LEDs and two sensors, the helmet position can
be uniquely determined in all six degrees of freedom. The addition of more
LEDs results in an overdetermined system of equations which can increase the
accuracy of the measurement through the application of least-squares analy-
sis.

Figure 30 is a schematic representation of tne laboratory test-stand
used in the development of the optical pasition sensinn system. The two
position sensor heaoi are mounted on inclination stiges which provide a pre-
cisely controlled angular displacement of up to five degrees 'see Figure
31),. The inclination sý3ges are fixed to movable carriages through a pre-
cisior, angle block. The carriages can be positioned anywhere along the
horizontal rail. Their exact position can be determined from the vernier
scale located on the guide rail. The vertical distance between the sensors
and the helmet can be adjusted by raising or lowering the horizontal rail.
The geometric layout of the position sensor heads and helmet is shown in
Figure 32.
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6. OPTICAL STEERING

6.1 Image Stabilit. One of the majo- concerns in the early stages of this
project was whether or not a stable inmage could be obtained on a helmet-
mounted display.

All computer-generated image systems have an inherent transport delay
due to the amount of digital computation required for each displayed image.
Consequently, during a heed rotation, the aisplayed image will correspond to
the head position existing at an earlier point in time. If no corrective
action i's taken, the image is displaced in the'direction of head motion and
only returns to the correct position in space when the head motion returns
to zero.

6.2 Optical Steering Concept. The concept for stabilizing the image uses a
mechanical device to-steer the image in the opposite direction to head mo-
,tion. A push-pull arrangement of linear motors moved the input of the fiber-
optic bundle in the direction corresponding to yaw and pitch. Movements
equivalent to t4 degrees could be obtained with a response time of approxi-
mately 10 ms. Figure 33 shows a hypothetical head movement with correspond-
ing image generator motion. The difference between these two motions is the
rerjired displayed image motion for obtaining a. stable image.

HEAD POSTION

CGI POSITION

OBSERVED IMAGE

' ,4 . ,, / POSITION

.r-

0 n (n+2) (n+4) (n+6)

PLO4075

TIME IN INTERVALS OF ONE FIELD

Figure 33. Effect of CGI Transport Delay on Image Stability.
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There are sane technical di ffi cul ti es to the addition of the opti cal
steering compensator. First, the compensator itself on a step positiorn in-
put will take a certain time to move to the desiree position, as seen on
Figure 34.

'.. • ---------

POSITION

INPUT
TOUTPUT

0 a 15 msec

"VIBRATOR

TIME

PL03794

Figure 34. Typical Step Response of Any Mechanical System.

Any noise or small vibrations in the compensator tend to make the image
shake and, ultimately, will, decrease the resolution uf the image.

Any offset in the circuit driving the motors will give an incorrect
im;ige on the helmet.

Each of these proolens can be minimized but only to the detriment of
* the others.

6.3 Design Criteri3. In the system, the low-resolution 'and the high-reso-
lution images are carried through different optical cables. Each eye has
its own set of low- and high-resclution cables, making four optical cables.
There are, consequently, four cumpensators. The displacements of optical

* cable with respect' to the image generator are shown in Table ?.
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Table 2 GCI Latency Compensator

* DESIGN CRITERIA INNER FIELD OF VIEW OUTER FIELD OF VIEW
(High Reselution) (Low Resolution)

MAXIMUM HEAD
ROTATIONAL SPEED 40 deg/sec 40 deg/sec

LATENCY OF CGI
COMPUTER 100 msec 100 msec

FIELD OF VIEW 40 deg x 40 deg 80 deg x 80 deg

FIBER CABLE BUNDLE 15 mm x 15 mm 10 mm x 10 mm

. TOTAL TRAVEL _ 1.5 mm _+ 0.5 mm

1. Two degrees of freedom: yaw and pitch

2. Step response time = 15 msec
Frequency response = -3 dB at 50 Hz

3. No friction for accurate positioning (to 0.005 mm)

4., Servo-controlled system with velocity damping.

15.4 Dhysical Descrip ion. 'The system used to meet these requirements is
shown in Figure 35. t consists of four vibrators (linear motors) arranged
in a plus configuration. Each vibrator consists of a magnet with a coil

* around it arranged in very much the same configuration as in a speaker. The.
_ prototype actually us d four speakers instead of vibrators. The motors are
- joined .together with hin aluminum plates (1/16 inch)' to allow for two de-

grees of freedom at t e centerpiece (left and right, and up -and down, see
Figure 35). The following are main advantages over any other System:

(a) Ver-y little moving mass, therefore allowing a very good response.,

(b)' No need for any hydraulic -power, thus making it very practical and
portable.

(c) Very little friction because there are no gears, pulleys, or'bear-
ings, thus roviling good positioning.

I
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6.4 Physical Description (Cont'd)

(d) The velocity damping may b~e taken from the induced electromagnetic
force (EMF) in the vibrator co~il .

I(e) The displacement is a linear, function of the current- through the
vibrators.

The optical cable goes through a hole in the bottom plate and is fixed
on the centerpiece.

a"M

Il

-°0

Figure 35. Mechanicalt Drawing of the Compe.sator.
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6.5 Mathematical Description

6.5.1 Vibrator

6.5.1.1 Displacement vs Current. Figure 36 presents a cross-section of the.
vibrator.

S COIL

S.B: magnetic field

dl: element of length of coil

L: totil length of.coil

k: vibrator spring constant

x: displacement from neutral
position

PL03798 AET i: current through coil

Figure 36. Vibrator Cross-Section.

The force on the small element of length dl is given by:

U UT x If (EQ 20)

B is assumed uniform and orthogonal to dl so:

dF Bi dl (EQ 21)

Integrating over the whole coil gives:

F=iBL (EQ 22)

The coil is kept centered horizontally and vertically by a spring
for which:

Fs kx (EQ 23)

These two forces are set equal, giving:

x - BI. i (EQ 24)

So, the displacement of the centerpiece will ,be proportional to the
current through the vibrators.
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6.5.1.2 Self-Inductance. Examine the coil of the vibrators in more detail.
It can be represented by a pure resistor and a pure inductor as in Figure 37.

L: Inductance of coil

w: Angular frequency

R

I V= V0 sin(wt)

L

PL03799

Figure 37. Mathematical Representation of Coil.l

The current i will be V
Z

Where: Z R jwL, j = -1

giving: i = V
R+jwL

It follows that the current will lag the voltage by an' angle *
w where: tan = wL (EQ 25)

•' R

and that the magnitude of the current will be:

i V (EQ 26)

R2 + w2 L2

The self-inductance was measured to be very small due to the small
number of turns in the coil. It is of the order of 1.0 mHz.
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If this value is put into equations 25 and 26 along with w = 2n x

50 Hz (the maximum signal frequency), one gets:

(a) -Current lag = 8 deg or 0.5 msec

(b) Time constant = L = 0.2 msec

(c) Current magnitude = V to 1 part in 5,000.

R

The effect of self-inductance is so small that it can be ignored.

6.5.1.3 Induced EMF. Looking back at Figure 36, the magnetic flux ým
will change with the position of the coil and, assuming a uniform magnetic
field and small displacements, the relation between the two should be linear:

ým =-kx k = constant (EQ 27)

Differentiating with respect to time gives:

d = k dx = kx (EQ 28)

From Faraday's law: a change in magentic flux with time through a
coil will induce an EMF across the terminals:

C -d m (EQ 29)

So, equating equations 28 and 29 gives:

c -kx (EQ 30)

The induced EMF is therefore proportional to the velocity of the
coil and, therefore, of the optical cabl'e. The induced EMF on the, vibrator-
can be measured from:

£ = V iRv,

-Vv. = Voltage across the vibrator terminals

Rv Resistance of vibrator coil (EQ 31)

6.5.2 Control System. The circuit used to control the motion of the vibra-
tors is shown in Figure 38. It has two inputs. The CGI position input is
the angular, position of the center of the image on the CGI-with respect to
the straightahead image (i.e., how far from the straight-ahead image is the
present CGI image). The second input is the angular position of the head in
yaw and pitch). The difference between these two inputs is the amount the
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6.5.2 Control System (Cont'd)

compensator has to move. This amount is compared with the amount that the
compensator has moved. Any difference will be amplified with a gain KLG
to become a force term. It'is then added to a velocity damping force term.
The resulting force term goes to the servo' amplifier to drive the motors to
move the optical cable' according to equations 24, 25 and 26.

The mechanical analogy to this compensator is shown in Figure 39.

The difference between the compensator position and what it should be
will create a force F =AXkLG which will be added by the dampinig force
FD = -kDXA to the force on mass M. ,M will move until this force equals the
spring force Fs = -kVxA of the vibrator.

Summarizing, in mathematical form:

M d2 xA =-kVxA -' kLG (xA -(xC- XH ) ) kDXA (EQ 32)

dt
2

where xA is taken from equations 30 and 31.

There are two of those circuits, one to drive each axis. There is
also a circuit to determine the position of the optical cable. This is
shown in Figure 40. It consists of an infrared' LED fixed on 'the moving cen-
terpiece, ard of a PIN. photodetector fixed on the bottom plate. The LED has
a very small cone of radiation (=4 deg). It is oriented toward the detec-
tor to create a spot of infrared light on the detector. The spot will cre-
ate currents through all four outputs. The sum of all currents is propor-
tional to the total 'amount of light falling on the surface of the detector.
If this amount is kept constant, the following equations apply:

X =K (Ix- I) (EQ 33).
KA X2. Xl

Y.'A :K (Iy -Z I y1) ,'(EQ 34).•

where: IX! IX2 'y1 I Y2 are the currents. through the detector

'terminals as shown in Figure 41.

XA YA define the actual position of the spot in X and Y.

The detector supplies differential currents through X, and X2.
depending on the X position of the spot. Similarly for the Y'axis.

Equations 33 and 34 were used and the total amount of light falling
on the detector was kept constant by means of a feedback on the current
through the LED.
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FD = "KD A , 5 .

M

• ILV

X XCxH XA - +VE

PL03792

Figure 39. Control System Mechanical Analogy.
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S6.6 Latency Compensation Urit for 3readboard System. Tnere are four -)pti-'OiSy e ow- an ý h-resol iti n vn•es onbohe;

cal steering k ) tables for I. and h- jti ia both e1e;.
The tables are equipped with vibrato.- motors at the corners whi'ch produce AP

to 102g. ,Guides and linear Lcrings on the motor shafts prevent axis-to-3xic
coupling from damaging the motors. The motors are driven using Inland servo
amps which deliver displacements of approximately I mm/A. A displacement of
-1.5 mm was eventually settled upon.

S-" Positioning of the optical cable was determined using a light detector
-. tracking unit with an LED attached to the centerpiece which links the motor

shaft arms. The LED was infrared. nd the detector was wide spectrum, thus
necessitating light shielding for the detector and also for the back.face or
the LED.

Buffer cards on the O/S table provide amplification of the detector
signals before trarsmission to the optical steering card in the control cab-
inet. The 0/S tabies are mourted vertically on the light valve modules.
The vertical axis proved to be rore difficult to tune than the horizontal

*- axis.

The optical steering cards offer -test drive and error drive capacity as
well as many tuning possifilitles. Changing drive theories have made ellip-
tic filters on the card unnecessary, but they are ava.ilable fýr future devel-
opment.

The control cabinet provides +28V power to the O/S servos, .15V to O/S
--- steering cards, the head tracker, and, the accelerometer package. It also
- houses an Intel chassis for processing head tracker data. Though only four

' systems (O/S steering cards) are now in use, wiring is provided for six sys-
tems in case there is an expansion using eye-tracking. Test points for vari-
ous drives, positions, and velocities are provided for all six systems.

6.7 Performance. The optical steerirg basicatly has a 10- to 12-msec delay
to a step input (see Figurc, 41 to 43). in the field, the delay in the
microprocessor software was matched to a measured video display in the.,
digital image generator system.

" "The error drive thus created cleirly stabilized images, and the effect
was noticeable if the'optical steering was switched in and out. With a video
delay of 80 msec, the lag of the 3/.S itself was not sir'nificant.

0 .Nevertheless, in order to creat. large dlsplacementsdurir~g the ujadte
time, the O/S wa,| ohl iged to operate at a ltgh ,)din (5C in it; initia"
staj(-;) and prblems arose pdrticula~ly in ;ituations w~th 1 itle or nc head
giu•vmn,;t where the :caAt-sijnificant bit tog)linq in th. digitai-to-an6log
,i'jnal could cre.ite I-,'j';ree jimW; ir the mashe. The irstallation of in.

." accl erus(.tpr which ;'tor ,accurately predict.s the di ,plyed head position
',,ee -.,ectitn Vi ci pi / ,n;•r' ,,',r ttirS. ,r) thjt theO/¶ will nat havc to
f ri(:n t i on at ",,i.h a h i h ;,i n.
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6.7 Performaance 'Cont'd

Usi n the !rechanica! hea4 tracier without using roll and translation in
the drive s:heme posed prob! e-s when the pilot's head was -,till,. What was
ob' erved was coupl ing betweer, rotationail pots and translational RVDTs.
Sice the latter were not inj:Jded in the drive, an. error drive was present
as noise in the no-movemert. osition. The optical head tracker should solve
this problem., tut it 7rist process the data quickly enough that some actual
position data are aai' ahe for drive purposes.
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7. ACCELEROMETER PREDICTION OF HEAD POSITION

7.1 DeayCoinpensation. in order to redqce the image response time on the
HMD, it was thýought necessary to pre",i4ct the position of the head movement.
AFHkL attempted to extrapolate position data to do this but was unsuccess'f'il
due to the rnoise on the position signals. Their next approach was to inte-
-rate an acceleration signal in order to predict position. To this end, an
angular accelerometer was instilled on the yaw axis dfnd sampled ty the head-
tracking computer. A predictor scheme based on an AFHRL analysis WdS used3 .
This calculated the extrapolated head position based on the present position
plus the estimated velocity. The est~imated velocity was derived from the
actual velocity pljs an acceler3tion term. To elfid'nate 3versho~ots, the e&s-
timated velocity was limited to a reasonable value.

The following algorithm was programmed in the head-tracking computer:

v x ~ - x- tau

v1=min(max(v+a*tauIA ,-vlimn),vlim)

X1 x + vl*tau_2

Where'.

v actual velocity

x actual position

x_ last value of position'

tau iteration-time

v1  estimated velocity

a measured acceleration

taul1 acceleration coefficient

vlim velocity limit-

xl estimated position

tau-2 velocity coefficient

S List,IJ.H. Nonlinear Prediction of Head Movements for Helmet-Mounted
Displays (AFHRL-TP-83-45, AD-A/36 590). Williams AFB,,-AZ: Air Force
HfuanResources Laboratory, Operations Tratnin,g Div-is-ion, Decem~ber 1983.-
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7.2 Desult. The experiment gave very realistic tracking of the visual
Sscene. In fact, with the low-resolution scene, it was found that the mech-
anic3. delay compensation could be removed without adversely affecting the
response of the CGI.

7.3 Conclusi6n-. It is proposed to add accelerometers to the pitch and
roll axes to complete the evaluation of the accelerometer-based prediction
.cheme. At the same time, the dual high-/low-resolution images will be in-
tegrated and the effect of acceleration-based prediction will be further in-
vesti gated.

It ir hoped that the mechanical delay compensator will become redundant.
Further experiments will be done to'use the mechanical delay compensator to
obscure the effects of the discrete fiber bundle on the final image seen by
the pilot.
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8. HELMET DESIGN

"" 8.1 Description of Current System, In the present design, the two Pancake
Windows" with display optics are mounted on a rigid tube. This assembly
is then mounted on the front of the helmet. The helmet itself is of standard
design having chin and nape straps for attachment. Two fiber-optic cables
are connected to each Pancake Window Display- optics assembly. Also con-
nected to the helmet is a mechanical, head tracker.

Fairly exacting adjustments are needed to set up the display for any
given pilot in terms of interpupillary distance, shape of the pilot's head,
and relative position of thp exit pupil to the eye. Present design allows

*. only for interpupillary distance adjustment which is achieved by the lead-
screw displacing the two Pancake Window" assemblies. The height and depth

,of exit pupil relative to the eye may be adjusted by padding the inside of
. the helmet as required, but this is a lengthy procedure.

6 Rigidity is required so that the position of the exit pupil does not
change relative to the eye. The helmet itself is not rigid and may flex.
The two Pancake Window" optics assemblies are therefore mounted on a rigid
frame and not on the helmet directly. Firmly attaching the frame to the

I helmet makes the helmet rigid as far as the optical design is concerned. It
could be argued, however, that once the helmet is tightly placed on the pi-

.lot's head, it can no longer deflect substantially, thus eliminating the
need for the frame and resulting in reduction of weight.

8.2 System Limitations. The weight 'of the breadboard display optics is
* approximately 7 pounds and the configuratioi with the helmet weighs approxi-

mately 13 pounds; Since the display optics are mounted at the front of the
-. helmet, the center of gravity is very far forward from the pitch centerline
• of the 'helmet. As a result, the helmet has a tendency to 'pitch forward. A

negator mechanism was designed to alleviate this problem, but it may, in
some cases, impe'de the pilot's, head'rmotion.

Increased rotational inertia of the HMD has a definite effect on the
. head movement control system. Inertia may impede rotation when it is initi-

I ated and may retard braking action when the direction of rotation is to be
* 'reversed. As a result 'Of this action, the helmet has a tendency to rotate

relative to the pilot's head. The resultant change in the position of the
exit pupil relative to the eye may cause an apparent loss of image.

'The fiber-optic cables also increase the weight and inertia of the HMD
• .system. Being fai'rly inflexible and having finite length, the fiber-optic

"cables may in some cases impede the motion of the pilot. The negator mech-
* anism was designed to negate the w.eight of the cables, but the stiffness of
* the cables remains a problem.. The torque exerted by the cables on the hel-

met causes the helmet to rotate frtm desired position, resulting in the loss'
of image to the pilot.

\ .. '7S" ,.79'



The mechanical head tracker is also connected to the helmet. It is
mechanically balanced and therefore dGes not add weight to the system. How-
ever, the mechanical head tracker has a limited range of travel and limits
the pilot's movements. The mechanical head tracker will be replaced by an
optical one in the near future and is not considered here as a problem.

In summary, the weigh't of the HMD optics and the fiber-optic cables
cause generil discomfort when the helmet is worn, if the negator mechanism
is not empioyed. The inflexibility of the fiber-optic cables and the
-nertia of the system impede the pilot's motion and cause the helmet to
rotate relative to the pilot's head, thus causing the pilot, in some
instances, to lose the field of view.

8.3 Helmet Design for HMD System. The helmet presently used has. no mechan-
ical fitting adjust•rents. This is not adequate. To minimize the helmet
displacement problem, each pilot will have to be fitted, with a modified hel-
met which best fits hi•. This will necessitate the use of at least three
different-size helmets: small, medium and large. These helmets will have
tao independent straps. A conventional chin strap will be used in the cus-
tomary fashion. A nape strap, fitted to the b.-k of the helmet, will be
used to prevent the helmet from pitching forward. This is necessary since
most of the weight is concentrated at the front oF the helmet. Also added
to the inside back of the helmet will be a tension-adjustable pad. The ten-
sion adjustment knob will be provid-ed on the side of the helmet.

The use of different-size helmets implies that the helmet display cp-
tics will 'have to be removable and be fitted from helmet tu helmet quickly
and accurately. This requires, the addition of two more mechanical adjust-
ments for optics: , eight and depth of view. To speed up the adjustment
procedure, a dummy display system will be fitted to the pilot first while
the real display system is used elsewhere. With the adjustments set, the

"* display optics can te readily mounted on the helmet. This will necessitate
the use. f at least six different helmets.

3.4 Helmet Displacement Experimental .Results. Experiments were conducted
to determine the.relative displacement between the helmet, and the head in

* single-axis (yaw) smooth pursuit head motion tasks.' A potenti.ometer was
mounted on the helmet and attached to the mouthpiece. An accelerometer was
placed on the mouthpiece to record the rate of head rotation.

The head rotation for all the experiments in yawwas approximately ±45
* degrees. The data on helmet displacements were taken for-slow, medium, and

fast rotations with helmet back padding tensioned and untensioned. It was
found that the displacement'measurements were affected by helmet fit and
varied from subject to subject. However, a definite pattern emerged for all
the data being collected, and the results here are presented for one subject
only.

0
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-Figure 44(a) shows a plot of helmet/head displacement for slow (normal)
rate of head rotation with back padding untensioned. The relative helmet
displacement is approximately ±0.14 inch,.which translates to ±1.3-degree hel-
met rotation. For the same rate of rotation and with back padding tensioned,
the helmet displacement decreased to ±0.08 inch, which translates to ±0.75-
degree helmet rotation (Figure 44(b))., For increased rates of rotation (Fi-g-
ure 44(c)), the relative displacement of the helmet increases substantially.

There are basically two reasons why the helmet.displacement relative to
* the head should be kept to a minimum. First, the helmet displacement causes

a change of position of exit pupil;,thus, loss of image can occur. Second,
if an eye tracker is osed, the eye position measured will not be the actual
one against which the eye tracker was calibrated. In eye-tracked displays,
the eye-pointing direction of the pilot is monitored continuously and the
CIG generates the visual information such that it is always concentrated in'
the eye-pointing direction. When the helmet rctates relative to the head,
this direction is altered and is no longer- correct.

8.5 Conclusion. For HMD purposes, the primary function of 'the helmet is to
support the display optics so that the image generated by the CGI is visible
to the pilot at all times. Furthermore, the pilot's head movements should
not be hindered by the system design. The present system configuration does
not completely meet'the above requirement.

The weight of the display optics is taken up by the mechanical negator
system but the increased inertia due to the optics mass is not compensated
for. The combined stiffness of the four fiber-optic cables impedes the pi-
lot's head motion and causes a relative displacement between the helmet and
the pilot's head.

In the second phase of the development, the weight of the helmet-dis-
played optics will be substantially reduced. Two fiber-optic cables will 'be
used instead of the present four. This will greatly reduce the stiffness
problems, associated with fiber-optic cables and will improve the overall
system design. Lighter, smaller, better-fitting helmets equipped with ten-
sion--.adjustable padding and attachment straps will reduce helmet/head dis-

Splacement problems. 'With the stated improvements, the overall helmet-
mounted system design will come close to meeting the stated requirements.
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(a) SLOW YAW ROTATION
BACKPADDING UNTENSIONED

i
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(b) SLOW YAW ROTATION
BACKPADDING TENSIONED

I.

(c) RAPID YAW ROTATION PL03744,
BACKPADDING UNTENSIONED

SAMPLE TIME HISTORIES OF RELATIVE HELMET-HEAD DISPLACEMENT
FOR YAW STIMULUS. EACH DEVISION ON TIME SCALE REPRESENTS 1.Os.

Figure 44. Sample time histories of relative helmet/head displacement
for yaw stimulus. Each division on time scale represents I sec.
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9. MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION

9.1 General. The modulation trarsfer function (MTF) of a visual system is
the onlT`y kwn metric for reliable measurement of resolution. If the MTF of
each component in the system is known, the overall system MTF can be calcu-
lated by simple multiplication of the individual MTF:. A typical MTF mea-
surement on an optical system consists of viewing a sinusoidally modulated

* test pattern having a variable spatial frequency. The modulation of the
, image is measured at appropriate frequencies, and the MTF (as defined in

Figure 45) is plotted against spatial frequency. The modulation of the test
pattern is usually assumed to be 100 percent. If it is significantly lower
than 100' percent, a correction factor should be applied. In the case of a
television display, such as the light valve, a signal with 100 percent modu-
lation is used to create 'an image test pattern.

9.2 SŽstem MTF. Figure 46 shows the MTFs supplied by the manufacturers of.
the main system components and the expected MTF of the overall system. No
MTF measurements have been taken on the equipment to date. The group of,
bars on the USAF three-bar test pattern corresponding to 2.5 arc min per
line pair could just be seen through the helmet optics arid fiber-optic cable.
This indicates that the MTF is lower than expected. Farrand Optical Co.
plans to make a set of MTF measurements on the system. In particular, theI effects of the coupling between fiber-optic expanders and fiber-optic cables
and the effect of grinding the end of fiber-optic components to increase
numerical aperture will be investigated.

* 9.3 Background MTF. Figure 47 gives the expected MTFs fpr the background
field. The demand function of the eye has beer extrapolated from multiplying
the normal demand function by a factor of 0.2 which is the acuity of the eye
at 10-degree eccentricity.

OBJECT LUMINANCE

I IMAGE
BTLUMINANCE

F g e .MTF Me 8s1

I21

PL0374S
DMATNCE ACRX, TEST PATTERN

Figure .45. MTF Measurement.
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Figure 46. MTF of Inset Field.
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10. BLENDING OF HIGH-RESOLUTION AREA INTO BACKGRJUND

10.1 Introduction. The blending of high-resolution insets into low-resolu-
tion backgruund imagery has always been a major problem in visual simjiilation.
Systems that used such insets to portray targets, particularly ground ta.r-
,gets, did not achieve the goal of real-world performance because the hig;i-
resolution area was too visible. No matter how well the areas were blended
together in terms of luminance and color, the higher spatial frequencies and
greater level of detail in the inset area seemed to attract the attention of
the eye.

The breadboard HMD has a'different problem because the high-resolution
inset is always in the same central area of the visual, field. The boundary
between the two fields will be 12.5 degrees away from the center of the
field if a 25-degree inset is used. The possibility that this boundary may
be a serious distraction is a major cause of concern.

The experience of AFHRL with scanned insets on a previous project in-dicated that the blending should take place over a,5-degree area on the
vertical edges of the inset and a 3-degree area at the top and bottom.

Figure 48 shows the desired shape of the neutral density optical filter
for blending the inset into the background, and Figure 49 shows the filter
transmission characteristics.

A major complication in this ta'sk was in the opticatýteering technique'
for stabilizing the image during head movements. -The input ends of the
fiber-optic cables are moved to compensate for the CGI transport delay (see
section 6), The masks, therefore, could not be placed in the helmet optics
becaus-e head movements would cause. movement of the image relative to the
masks. They had to be placed at an image plane, however, and the only other
accessible image plane was at the input end of the fiber optics. This was
not an ideal. location because the color multiplexing prisms would cause a
coloring effect in the boundary area. However, the effect would be slight
and would tend to cancel between inset and background because the shift in
color would be in opposite directions.

10.2 Initial Experiments. Initial experiments were carried out with t-hin
metal masks placed slThWEly in front of the image plane at the fiber-optic
cable to produce a defocused edge spread over several degrees. This defo.
cused edge would cause vignett~ing of the image and should have caused the
luminance of the image to change in an almost linear fashion across the
boundary. Unfortunately, the non-uniform characteristics of the exit pupil
in t'he light valve caused considerable color viriations across the boun-
dary, indicating that any mask must be placed either at or very close to an
image plane. •
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I 10.2 Initial Experiments (Cont'd)

Several con'rpanies were approached to make filters with the characteris-
ti-cs shown in Figures 48 and 49. A manufacturer in New York agreed L'o make
a complete set. There was no assurance, however, that the two filters would
match each other due to the difficulties involved in manufacturing such fil-
ters.

Optical filters will probably be adequate to enable the breadboard HMD
to be evaluated. Further research,,particularly in the alternative technique
of electronic blending, will be required before a satisfactory solution is
found for the engineering prototype. From the work that has been carried

Iout so far, the most logical place for the blending to be implemented is the
digital image generator itself. This possibility will be investigated thor-
oughly during the breadboard evaluation.

-87(88 blank)
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11. LUNING EFFECT,

11.1 Introduction. The first time the breadboard helmet display was tested
using two uniform light sources to illuminate each eyepiece, an unusual ef-
fect 6,s noticed. The central overlapping area was bounded by two dark bands
forming a distinct line in an otnerwise uniform field (see Figure 50). The
line was still present'when the light valves were connected and test patterns
such as color bars and resolution charts were displayed The visibility of
the bands forming the line was not constant but varied as one stared-at dif-
ferent parts of the image. The most likely reason for this phenomenon can
be attributed to binocular rivalry and, fortunately, existi,.g knowledge of
this effect suggests a solution. Binocular rivalry occurs''when one eye be-
comes doi,.inant, pr,,venting imagery in the other eye from being processed.
The effect usually occurs' when dissimilar information is presented tO the
two eyes; and it may affect the entire field seen by the non-domiinant eye,
or parts of that field. Usually, the dominant eye alternates at intervals
of a few seconds. In this particular case, the inboard, or nasal,
information for each eye ends in a sharply defined curve. Bright imagery is
present on one .side and almost total darkness on the other side. In the
test situations described,.the other eye was presented with a uniformly
bright image in this part of the visual field. Conditions exist, therefcre,
to cause rivalry and each eye rerrains dominant on the far side of each

* inboard field for a few degrees, thereby giving an illusion of a dark band.
This effect has been termed "luning".

10.2 Field Stops. It is known that long lines with high contrast are a
major factor in causing rivalry and it was postulated that the solution might
be to reduce the contrast across the bc'indary by providing gradual transi-
tion from full luminance to zero luminance. A simple way of proving this
idea-was to insert a field stop, between the eye and the Pancake WindoW,
shaped to match the inboard boundary of each field. The proximity of the
stop to the eye caused vignetting at the inboard boundary. Adjustment of
the lateral *and longitudinal position of the stop caused a gradual reduction
in lumi'nance which was sufficient to completely suppress the luning effect.
Neutral-density filters, which will be placed at the output of the fiber-
optic cables and which should duplicate, the effect of the field stoD, are
currently being made. The transmittance curve for the filters' is shown in
Figure 51.. The optimum shape for this curve will be determined during the
evaluation period.
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Figure 50. Luning Effect.
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12. EFFECT OF LIGHT VALVE PERSISTENCE

12.1 General. Apart from the non-uniform distribution of color in its exit
pupil, the light valve is an ideal image source for the HMD. The design of'
the optics and the sm, all size of the image on the oil layer enable almost,
100 percent of the light output to be channeled into the fiber-optic cables.
However, the temporal characteristics of the oil layer will cause a loss in
resolution for moving imagery in a manner similar to that of television cam-
era. Because the head will be in motion for much of the time during target
acquisition task3 , this is a major cause of concern.

12.2 Light Valve Modification. The decay characteristics of the light valve
are shown in Figure 52. The electron beam deposits a chzrge on the oil lay-
er, causing it to deform fairly rapidly and resulting in the step rise in
the luminance curve. As the electrical charge is dissipated, surface ten-
sion restores the oil layer to a flat surface, giving the exponential decay
in luminance. The decay time is determined by the viscosity of the oil
which, in turn, is controlled by the temperature of the oil. It is normally
set to allow the luminance to decay to 17 percent of its peak value by the
end of one field; i.e., 16.7-msec. This value has been determined empiricil-
ly to give the best compromise between l1ight output and image lag in normal
conmmercial use. Lag, or image persistence, has considerably greater import-
ance in the HMD, and the oil temperature should probably be set to i'educe
the luminance-decay time con.etphie to as low a value as possible. This is
believed to be feasible at the expense of reduced light output and possibly
reduced light valve life. This will be investigated during the evaluation
perioda.
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Figure 52. Temporal Response of Light Velve.i
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12.3 Rotating Shutter. Another technique for reducing image persistence is
with a rotating shutter as shown in Figure 53. The wheel is similar in con-
struction to the color wheels used in field-sequential color television.
The wheel is synchronized to the field rate of the light' valve and is posi-
tioned close to an image plane in such a way that the spokes of the wheel
follow the scanning beam down the picture. By increasing the width of the
spokes relative to the width of the clear aperture and adjusting the phase
of the wheel relative to the vertical synchronization of the projector, the
shutter will blank out the trailing edge of the luminance curve, as shown in
Figure 54.

The clear position of the shutter can be made equivalent to as little

as 3 msec. A 5-msec shutter was made and installed close to the input end
of the fiber-optic cable on one of the background channels. However, the
portion of the light remaining in the second field created a double image
and prevented a true evaluatioa of the decrease, in persistence. If the oil
temperature can be increased sufficiently to reduce the amount of light
spilling over into the second field to a negligible amount, the rotating
shutter will be investigated further.

0. \0 0 ,

BAR FOLLOWSSCANNING BEAMS DIRECTION
" • ~OF ROTAT ION

AREA ,to1,
PL.03740

Figure 53. 'Rotating Shutter.
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Figure 54. Use of Rotating Shutter Wheel to Reduce image Lag.

12.4 Optical Steering Mechanism. A third technique for reducing the lag
effect is with the optical steering mechanism (see section 6) which is pri-
marily used for compensating the CGI transport delay. The drive algorithm
for the optical steering subtracts the potentiometer position delayed by a
discrete number of fields from the current potentiometer position (either
pitch cr heading) and uses the result to drive the image in'the appropriate
direction. A typical motion -equence is shown in Figure 55. It can be seen
that the optical steering tries to follow the actual image motion during the
steady-state condition but is limited by its own response. It has been ob-
served that the lag effect is less noticeable when the optical steering is
used to compensate for CGI transport delay-than when using the alternative
method involving use of an accel3ration-based prediction algorithm-. To ob-
tain a perfectly stable image with no smearing, however, woul'd require the
optical steering to follow the head motion during a cooplete field together
with a portion of the second field while the end'of the first field fs still
decaying. The only way this could be achieved is if alternate fields to
each eye were blanked out to allow the steering mechanism to recover between
active fields. Figure 56 show.- the timing of the steering relative to the
projector field rate. The response of the optical steering is 6 dB down at
60 Hz, which should allow good image stabilization over the entire image.
The resulting dichotic display will be. acceptable only if flicker remains
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12.4 Optical Steering Mechanism (Cont'd)

below threshold and if the psychophysical aspects of dichotic viewinq do not
affect pilot p:-formance. Preliminary experiments have shown that flicker
will not be seen ii the 25-degree inset at luminance levels of about 10 ftL,
but would be very noticeable in the 80-degree background field. This indi-
cates, therefore, that almost perfect stabilization of the image could' be
obtained in the central region of the visual field. Further. experimentation
will be carried out once all four channels of the HMD can be viewed simul-
taneously.,

Although the theoretical reduction in MTF at head 'velocities nf about
100 deg/sec is considerable and small objects are smeared in the direction
of motion as shown in Figure 57, the' observed effect on picture quality is
not as severe as might be expected. The vestibular ocular reflex, which
maintains the eye in a stable position during head motion, is a form of
smooth pursuit. Although the response of this reflex is maintained up to - '
about 10 Hz, it is likely that at head velocities greater than 20 or 30 deg/
second, which is' the normal limit for smooth pursuit, saccadic movements -
must also be used to maintain fixation. Under these conditions, the acuity
of the eye would be reduced by as much as' five times and, hence, any degrada-
tion inpicture quality would be less noticeable. Experiments to quantify
both ti0e loss in MTF and the-loss in observer performance will be carried
out during the evaluation period.
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Figure 56. Image Stabilization Using Optical
Steering and Dichotic Viewing.
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13. EYE-SLAVED PRO*JECTOR

13.1 Overview. The goal of the area-of-interest (AOI) visual system is to
produce a - ih gig-resolution display which is indistinguishable from the real
worlJ in terms of pilot performance for a required task. To approach this
goal , parameters for an AOI display such as inset size, inset shape, resol'u-
tion differential (between AOI inset and periphery) and a method of edge
blending must be first determined.

These parameters could be investigated in experimaents using the final
prototype HMM). However, investigating these parameters would require modi-
fications in the optical system and/or CGI, which woul~d not only be a diffi-
cult task but would be time-consuming and expensive.

13.2 Eye-Slaved Projector Develupment. In an attempt to investigate how
variations in AOl parameters affect the observer's performance, an eye-slaved
projector (ESP) system has been developed at CAE,. A prel imi nary model was
developed during the early stages of the project. It consisted of a three-
channel slide projection system -in which a high-resolution image, slaved to
the observer's eye movements, moved within a low-resolution field. A block
diagram of the optical system is shown in Figure 58.

The 35-rm slides used in the three channels are identical except in:'
resolution. At the viewing distances used in the experiment, the resolutions
corresponded to visual acuities (VAs) of 1.0, 0.3, and 0.1. The mark shown
in Figure 59 was placed close to the plane of the slides and could move in X
and Y axes in response to eye movements. A composite image was thus obtained
in which the area located by the observer's eye had high resolution and was
surrounded by progressively lower resolution fields. The slides were also
capableof being moved in X and Y in rest' - to head movements. This would
allow the interactions between head and ., vements to be investigated
once the ESP was coupl'ed to the HMD.,.

It became apparent after preliminary testing and a review meeting held
in November, 1982, that the inherent 50-msec delay between eye movements and
actuation of the eye-slaved masks 'was n)t only perceptible but distracting
to the viewer. As a result, an accurate assessment of the AOI display was
not possible with this system. At the review meeting, it was decided that a
faster, hydraulically actuated ESP system was needed. It was also decided
that connecting the ESP to the HMD was impractical and that a rear projec-
tion screen presentation would be sufficient. It woild, in fact, be prefer- ?
able for most of the eye-slaved experiments envisage ! at that time because
it would allow the beamsplitters to be removed. (They w•ere' causing a cer-
tain amount of chrominance variation between channels.) Once the basic eval-
uation of the breadboard HMD had been completed, it was expected that a
limited form of eye slaving could be introduced into the digital imagery
generator (DIG) to allow investigations of a different nature, including
head and eye interactions.
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Figure 58. Optical Layout of Eye-Slaved Projector. i
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13.2 Eye-Slaved Projector Development (Cont'd) .6

OUTLINES OF 35-MM SLIDES

.LOW RESOLUTION C LEAR APERTURE HIGH RESOLUTION

RESOLUTION PL03735

Figure 59. Eye-Slaved Mask Used To Produce Composite Image.

From November 1982 to April 1983, an hydraulically actuated ESP sys tem
was conceived and built. Schematic diagrams of this system are presented in
Figures 60 and 61.

.The hy~draul ically actuated system (Figure, 60) consists of three projec-
tor I amps , ptics and projection lenses mounted on an opti-cal bench suc
that the images from the three channels may be superimposed on a rear pro-
Jection screen. Stimulus slides may be placed ini each of the three holders
situated between the projection and condenser lenses. The mask holders Ia-
cateýd in front of the stimuli are mounted on an aluminum plate (Figure 61)
that moves. hori zontal ly al ong I inear. bear~ings . The mask plate is fixed onto
another aluminum' plate that moves vertically. In this way, *the movement of
the two plates'allows t-he-mask to travel in two dimensions. Light passing
through the, lides and masks produces a projected image of a high-resolution
area inset' into a low-resolution field.

The motion of the plates Is controlled by hydraulic actuators which
receive inpit from the CAE-designed control circuitry. The circuitry accepts
signals having a magnitude of. approximately 300 mV/fdeg from the eyetracker.
The sl ightly underdamped system results in the mask Iýolder travell'ing I inr4,
In 10 msec ',with a 5-percent oVorshooit). This trav,-fi~s equivalent to t'.-
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Figure 6V. Eye-Slaved Projection Optics. I
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Figure 61. Hydraulic A:ctuator Controlling Mask Plate in X Dimension.
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projected image moving approximately 6000 deg/sec, which exceeds the maximum
acceleration of a saccadic eye movement. Preliminary inspection, of the eye-
tracking display seems to indicate that the 1O-msec delay between eye move-
ments and movements of the masking plate is not noticeable.

13.3 Psychophysical Experiment. In t.it iroposed set of experiments, an ob-
server's performance based on detection and recognition tasks will be asses-
sed for varying parameters of an AOI display. The study will initially be
investigating eye-slaved movements in the horizontal dimension. A rear pro-
jection screen will display a single horizontal line to the observer. Due
to the limited range of the eyetracker (+20 deg), the field will subtend 50
degrees in length by approximately 1.5 degrees i'n height. As shown in Fig-
ure 60', two paralbl front surface mirrors have been placed in front of the
projection lenses. Light passing through the two mirrors is refl'cted onto
the rear r-ojection screen. One of the mirrors rotates along its horizontal
axis suct; that the projected image may be vertically displaced. A computer-
controlled stepping motor located at the axis of rotation actuates the mo-
tion of the mirror.

The stimuli are cor.nstructed by photographing arrays of dot-matrix
Landolt "C" characters, producing positive slides. Slides of identical
character arrays will be placed in two channels of the ESP such that their
images are supeimposed at the rear projection screen. The low-resolution
slides are created by defocusing the camera, and changes in character size
resulting Frcý.i this procedure are' compensated for in the, photographic pro-
cess. Differ'ent low-resolution slides, will be produced, ranging in resolu-
tion fri-j 6 tc 20 arc minutes per line pair, while the high-resolution slides
will have a resolutiorn of 2 arc minutes. In addition to varying the resolu-
tion relationship between the AOI and peripheral field, various AOI sizes
and shapes will be used.

For -approximately 50 spitial locations across the FOV , Landolt C's ori-
ented in both directions will be available for presentation. The computer
will actuate the stepper motor so that, on each trial, the location and ori-
ent tion of the character will be randomly determined. The observer will be
req ired to detect, with an appropri.ate lever press, the orientation of the
gap in the Landolt C. Reaction time to accomplish the task, frequency of
saccades and average fixation duration wil.l be compared across conditions.

13.4 Status of Eve-Slaved Projection Experiment

13. .1 Hardware. In April 1983, the hydraulically actuated ESP was com-
ple ed. An Apple lie microcomputer was purchased to control the experimental
var ables, as well as monitor the observer's responses.

13...2 Summary. The software and hardware development for the ESP psycho-
phy cical experiment are complete. Data collection is now in progress.
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14. CONTINUING PROGRAM

"14.1 Prototype System.. The breadboard HI[D system has been demonstrated i n
a flying simulation system to'AFHRL personnel, u;ing an AFHRL cockpit, com-
puter systo and CIG visual system. The design of the prototype HMD will be
completed in 1984, with aelivery of the prototype system planned for January
1985. The prototype system will consist of the following:

(a) Improved helmet

(b) Improved HIV helmet and relhy optics

(c) Improved fiber-opticz cables (2)

(d) Optical head tracking system

(e) Accelerometers for head motion prediction

(f) Support structure for system components

(g) Instructor display system

(h) Light valve (LV) projectors (4) supplied by AFHRL.

The integrated breadboard deironstration showed the capabil ity of the
helmet-mounted display with fixed high-resolution insets to provide the full
"color, high brightness,, and unrestricted field of view (FOV) necessary for
air-to-air and air-to-ground combat simulation. The prototype design will
require only two fiberoptic cables for reduced weight and freer head move-
ment; it has improved helmet optics and mounting, improved relay optics, and
an optical head tracker (noncontact) with accelerometer lead prediction for
faster, more accurate head-position sensing.

14.2 Inset FOV Size. A concurrent research effort is ,studying the optimal
inset FOV size using• a tomputer-controlled eye-tracking/slaved projection

* system developed as part of the current program.

14.3 Instructor/Operator Station Requirements. A separate study of instruc-
tor/operator station (105) requirements for air combat simulation using the
HMD has progressed to the point of defining and purchasing the necessary
display hardware. An operating lOS will be delivered with the prototype HMD.

14.4 Further Activities. Further activities covered by t.he current program
are the integration of the equipment at the AFHRL, support of the system
durin9 AFHRL °demonstration evaluation activities, 'and the carrying out of
experiments (in conjunction with the AFHRL) to determine parameters for the
refined engineering prototype system.
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